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N. B. Brown vs I. W. Tipton, A. Goodin, defendant's demurrer
Mr. Matthews has fine corn,
M'INTOSH
dismissed, costs to appellant.
sustained, plaintiff given 10 days
millet, rye, oats, beans, maize
LUCIA
Manuel Gomez vs Louis Trauer, to amend,
and feterita, all of which will
Special Correspondence.
judgment for plaintiff for $325
N. Howard Thorpe vs Lite
make a heavy yield. R. F. Clark Special Correspondence.
TVi lale for last week
damages, $154 interest, and Townsend, improperly on docket,
Mrs. L. C. Fix has been cannU. S. PATENTS
has a nice crop of the same exMr. and Mrs. Fred Werline of
ing tomatoes out of her own gar cept
costs.
stricken.
millet and rye,
Den ison, Texas, who have been
den, and has great quantities of
Joe Davis vs Victor Chavez,
Christine Helene Henrietta
Bud Chandler moved his fami the guests of their sister. Mrs.
admitted to citizenship.
District Court convened Mon- judgment for plaintiff for $1,002
Land office at Santa Fe, N. M. celery, cabbage, dried corn, on- ly to Estancia thi3
week. We G. W. Austin, the past few
ions,
and
interest
squashes, cucumbers all out
from date of deliv
Anna Fredericke Jaborg ad There are a number of patents
day morning with Judge Medler
are sdrry to give these people up. weeks, were guests of honor at
'
of
her
own
garden.
might
This
mitted to citizenship.
on the bench; and H. B. Hamil ery.
in this office, which, although
Ascension Chavez vs N. How.
The Silverton Literarv will several informal evenings given
Henry August Kirchhof admit the officials of the land office be said of all our people who
ton, district
attorney;
Julius
Meyer, sheriff, and his deputy, ard Thorpe et al, continued to ted to citizenship.
have endeavored to deliver to the have irrigated gardens. Verily. meet Saturday right, September last week by Mr. and Mrs. John
20th. They will have besides the McGillivray at their home MonPetition for citizenship of John owners, they have not been able it pays to irrigate.
Dee Robinson;
Julian Salas, await decision in case No. 505.
day evening; Mrs. S. A. Edmonds
Ross Garcia vs Salvador Cha Quinn denied, lost fira--t papers. to locate
clerk, with his deputy, Thomas
Mrs. Falconer is home again regular program a short play
the claimants.
at
her home Tuesday evening;
vez
ana
u.
juan
(30
no
minutes)
jaramiiio,
Citizenship
of
entitled
EmpArnaud
Ardans
B. Rapkoch, and assistant, R. L'.
"The
Below is a list of patents to after a week's visit with Mrs.
ty House." We hope to have a Mr. and Mrs. Allan McGillivray
,Hitt;Mr. Curtis, stenographer; appearance by plaintiff, dismiss revoked, allowed to proceed land located in the county of Tor- Earl Moulton of Corona.
at their ranch Wednesday evengood crowd.
anew, new case filed and admit rance and southern part
C. S. Predegon,
interpreter, ed, costs to plaintiff.
D. L. Stump is the new mil
of Santa
ing and Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Hale
Epimenio
et
Garcia
al
Do
vs
ted
to
citizenship.
present.
Mrs. Harlan Matthews began
Fe county, which will be de- ler.
at their hdme Thursday evening.
Juan Tabet denied citizenship livered upon surrender of
An unusually large number of minion Construction Co. , contin
her school in Ghiliii .on Monday
the
Music and refreshments were
Mr. Humphrey and a friend
attorneys, the usual number of uea to awaic disposition or re less than two years elapsed since Register's Duplicate Certificate.
last, September 7fh, with good
among the enjoyable features of
ceivership
have
in
moved
case
Wood
Santa Fe coun filing petition.
into the Dr.
jurors, are present, and more
attendance.
Oliver S. Scott, Oats P. Tur house. They are health
these entertainments.
Mr. Werseekers
Anna Rose Burwell vs C. D,
than ths ordinary number of lit- ty.
1 nomas E. Husband, Lula
ner,
George 'Merrifield and Amos line, who is an adept musician,
and
we
glorious
Felix
are
Gurule
vs
cli
sure
Jacobo
our
Chavez
Ottosen, judgment for defend
igants and witnesses are coming
Kuykendall are sowing lots of added much to the enjoyment of
et al, no appearance, dismissed. ant, defendant's cross complaint E. Miller, formerly Lula E. Buck. mate will help them.
and going.
elew, Fred W. McCully, William
rye for winter pasture for their the aiTairs. Those in attendance
costs
to
plaintiff.
dismissed.
Judge Medler had entered a
Mesdames H. V. Lipe and Fal- cows.
R. Nichols, Roy Clay worth, Ru
were Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Hale
Juan Rodriguez vs R. F,
Faustin Garcia vs A. J. Green
coner shopped in Estancia the
notice to litigants and attorneys
L.
fus
Ray
Sutherland,
E.
Fox
and
children, Edward. Inez and
no
appearance
Brown,
by
appelMrs.
on
submitted
Frank
Miller
demurrer
and
rec
a
has
fine
to the effect that no trifling in
Clarence Scott Brenton, John T, 21st.
squash and pumpkin patch this aud Carl; Mr. and Mrs. M. A.
the way of continuances and de- lant, dismissed, judgment of ord.
Word received from Velma year
Walker. George M. Wilson, Sil
and some delicious black Maloney; Mr. and Mrs. Allan
Estancia Lumber Co. vs Ray
lays would be permitted, and lower court confirmed.
verio Baca. Alfred H. Haworth Vincent tells of her enjoyment of eyed
McGillivray and little son, Allan
Abo
Co.
Land
Levi
Knapp,
vs
peas.
Romero,
mundo
dismissed, costs William
that cases would be tried or disF. Butler, Orin G. East, her new home in San Antonio,
Jr ; Mr. and Mrs. John" McGilliposed of in some manner unless et al, no appearance by plaintiff, to plaintiff.
Mr.
and Mrs. Amo3 Kuyken vray,
Laura B. Young, Robert M. Mc- - Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Werto
dismissed,
costs
plaintiff.
E.
B.
Cockrell
D.
vs
Kersey
H.
amply sufficient reason for other
dall and Annie B. entertained on
line and little daughters, Evelyn
Mrs. S. B. Douglas entertained
Willard Mercantile Co. vs A. et al, motion for judgment over McDade, Oney V. English, for
action could be shown. In the
Thursday
last
September 17th, and Ruth; Mrs. S. A. Edmonds,
merly Oney V. Skidgel, William Mr. Blaney and Mrs. Palmer and
vjlume of business so far dis A. Kubena, no appearance by ruled.
H. Sturgeon, Harry R. Peabody, daughter of Estancia and the as a going away party for Elmer Mrs Neil Jenson and little son,
plaintiff,
dismissed,
to
costs
Ramon
Gallegos
and Hipólito Cyreniu3
posed of there is indicador that
and Horace Chandler and Harold Ncal Jr., of Estancia; Mrs. S.
Church, Ollie G. Dobbs Torrence family the 20th.
A.
Griego,
jurors,
fined
were
the rule laid dawn is being strict- plaintiff.
Merrifield and Mrs. Dixon. A Werline,
W.
John
Hiser,
David
Garcia,
Mrs.
B.
White,
J.
Mrs.
Savings
Estancia
Bonvs
Bank
per
of
amount
diem and mileage
ly adhered to.
Frontier school begun the 14th, jolly time was had by all and the
Jerome J. Watkin, Peter S. Mil
Sallio Comer, Misses Dorothv
with D. S. King wielder of the music by Shirley Milbourne and
Some of the jurors of the orig- ifacio Salas, dropped with leave for having failed to appear.
ler,
James
Manley,
D.
Ornaud
Edmonds, Letha White, Ethe-Iee- n
to
reinstate.
Lorenzo
Anout
to
admitted
cit
inal venire could not be found,
Brocton Riges and Mrs. MatthDyce, William birch.
H.
Ardans,
Robert
Ileal, Minnie Heal, ElizaBono
Lucia
vs
Bono,
Antonio
izenship.
and the grand jury was finally
Mrs. Kellog has been canning ews was certainly appreciated beth Hubbard, Messrs. Jesse
Lenherr, Edward Smith, William
appearance
no
by
plaintiff,
dis
W.
A.
Dunlavy
S.
T.
Webb,
vs
organized with the following
peaches off her own peach trees. by the older ones esueciallv H
Joe Edmonds, Geo. Ed-- ,
missed, costs to plaintiff.
garnishee ordered to produce H. Hancock, William N. Lee,
members:
Games of various kinds were the monds
No
great
goes
amount
but
L.
this
Nellie
Willingham,
to
Maud
Wil
and John Powers.
M.
J.
Tuttle vs Julian Tuttle, proof of loss.
Jose Maria Romero
lingham, George W. Johnson, show that we could raise our own order of the day. A two course
appearance
no
by
displaintiff,
Monico
B.
A.
vs
Jaramiiio
Victoriano Romero
lunch was served at 11:30 by the
Posey, Jesse L. Miller peaches.
iWIARTY
missed, costs to plaintiff.
McDonald, defendant's demurrer Albert P.
Meliton Martinez
hostesses, assisted by Mesdames
Jerry
' State
Bennett,
Ramona
Chavez
Stump
gone
Clarence
has
to
Clancy
ex
rel
Wertz
vs
plaintiff
sustained,
given
20
days
Ligon, Clark, Miller,
Felipe Gallegos
Kellog From the Moriarty Messenger.
de Sandoval, Fred Pauley, An work for D. D. Smith.
& Bullington,
improperly on to amend.
Jose Maria Torres
Kutchen and Eblin. Those presRoley,
drew
A.
Kiser,
Clark
Lee
S. B. King of Venus
was
docket, stricken from docket.
Perfecto Jaramiiio vs Jose MaJose Montoya y Otero
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Troup, Arzanious Mullins, Julian
called
to Floydada, Tex., on acState
ex
rel
Savings
Estancia
Diaz,
judgment
ria
for defend- Sanchez,
Silverton
Miller,
Narcisso Chavez
Mr.
R.
Mrs.
and
P.
Clark
Adney C. Butler, Dave
count of the serious illness of his
Bank vs C. J. Amble, improper ant, costs to plaintiff.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Milbourne,
J. F. Lasater
W. Lamb, John F. Cantrell, Wal
father.
ly
on
docket,
stricken
from
dock
Kersey
D.
H.
al
vs
The
et
Special
Correspondence.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ligon. Mr
Pablo Esperanza
M. McClay,
Robert Hick.
et.
Bankers Credit Insurance Co. et lace
Rev. A. N. Evans, of Tucum-,- .
Rev. Moore of New Home and Mr3. Andrew Eb!in, Mrs
Juan Jose Gurule
Frisbie A. Davis vs Andrew al, judgment for defendant, not man, David A. Hood. Robert preached at this place last Sun- Kellog, Mrs. Harlan Matthews cari, will hold services in Moriar- -'
Apolonio Gonzales
ERietz,
McArron, Rob
Charles
Gogoiin, improperly on docket, ice of appeal by plaintiff.
Mrs. Dixon "of Ff.' Worth: Texas ty on Saturday evening,' SeptemJesus Sanchez y Otero
ert B. Wilson, issiguee of .Edith day.,
stricken
docketfrom
&
RomeR.
P.
Son
vs
Smith
E
Beasley and Mrs. Weston ber 26th, and Sunday morning
Mrs.
Juan Jose Turrieta
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Clark and
State vs Robert E. Howe, six ro & Son, no appearance by plain- C, Senter, conservator of the esof
Saturnino Lueras
Misses Caroline De and evening, the 27th. EveryKansas.
Lucy
daughters
Mb.
Mildred,
and
tate of Flora S. Frye. Sarah E.
cases, continued.
tiff, dismissed
Hart,
Ona
Andres Luna
Chandler,
ánd Delia body is invited to attend.
and Mrs. Jess Hubbard and chil
State vs. Candido Padilla,
State vs J. T. Plant, indict- Garvin, .Morris B. Pittman, Bolin dren and Annie B. Kuykendall Means of Estancia; Joy, Gertrude
William Anderson
The Fielding house has been
G. Crawford, Montgomery
G.
ment quashed, dismissed.
Guadalupe Sedillo
were entertained for dinner Sun and Nellie Miller, Emma Eblin sold to the Pine Grove school disWilN.
Averill,
James
Hollon,
Can-dido
State víDavid Garciaand
Tanous Tabet vs Epifanio Cha'
Ramon Garcia
day by Mrs. DeHart and daught Mtrle and Madge Baron, Annie trict and moved by D. S. Martin.
Zamora, nollied as to Garcia, vez, dismissed without prejudice liam B. Brown, John W. Lane,
B. Kuykendall. Mildrtd and Ma J. L. Crosley bought all the Lease
D. L. Stump
er Caroline near Cedar Grove.
I.
James
Schuyler
C.
Kirnbler,
dropped with leave to reinstate on motion of plaintiff, costs to
rie Milbourn, Lucy Miller and buildings in town and will have
Maricio Herrera
M.
Arrendiell,
James
Davidson,
Harry Richards and Walter
as to Zamora.
plaintiff.
Vicente Chavez
Amado Lopez, John M. Baker, Merrifield took dinner Sunday Mildred Clark, Messrs Shirley them moved to his ranch.
State vs T. S. Webb, contin
S. L. Brown vs C. H. Hatcher,
and Chester Milbourn, Brocton
Leandro Abeyta was excused
Rowe, Emmet Cummings, with Bruce and Willie ClarK.
Izetta
Seven
new members were
ued with alias.
defendant's demurrer sustained,
Riggs, Toy and Jake Rice. Frank
on account of sickness.
Louis
David
Gale,
W.
Charles
elected to the A. H. T. A. at its
Wy- - plaintiff given leave to amend,
vs
State
Kennebec
and
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Mibourn Meador, Bill Norman, Jack BarSaturnino Lueras was appoint
McDade,
George F. Mosley,
regular meeting held last .Thursand children Mrs. Weston, Mrs. on, Clarence Morris. Met Kellogg
ed foreman, Leopoldo Padilla in- mer, dropped with leave to rein costs of witnesses to plaintiff.
Moses
Norday.
Derusha,
William
T.
to
state
as
Kennebec,
continued
thought
is
grand
Beasley
It
the
Leo
sons
that
and two
and Kenneth Matthews, and Tom
terpreter and Sisero Weidner
Moore,
ton,
Lester
Carl
E.
Wroth,
C. W. Bennet returned to the
Two jury will finish its work and re
Cloe took dinner with John Mil- - Cain of Estancia, Bruce and Wilbailiff, and the grand jury is bus with alias as to Wymer.
Leanard S. Wheeler, Joe Sams, bourn
Mr. Bennet returned
cases.
port today.
and sons.
lie Clark, Roy and Lawrence valley.
ily grinding away.
Roy H. Crandall, Patricio Ruby,
mr.'St of his horses and is
State vs Victor Saiz, nolliud.
with
Miller.
Leo
and
Geo
Weston
of
Toy
Roy
Following 13 tne pent jury
Rice
and
Miller, took
Ben L. Hodges, Carrie R. Was-manow satisfied with the Estancia
State vs Earl Scott, two cases,
panel:
The department of education
William O. Bennett, Otto a pleasure ride in the foothills Kansas, Elmer and Horace Chan- valley as a stock country.
disquashed,
indictments
While
cases
dler and Walter Merrifield.
Almdo Chavez
calls attention to the arrest of E. Zeigler, Cayetano Chavez, Juan Sunday morning.
Vegas
he
missed.
Las
near
encountered
VV.
Victorio BaHejos y Pino
A. and R. M. Casler. who de Jesus Cortes, Aztec Land &
F.,
Our sweet potato experiment a
Bud Chandler and sons, Elmer
band of horse thieves who got
State vs J. T. Plant, motion to who were arrested at Deming Cattle Co., Leonard Quinill, Mary
Henry Cox
proved a failure. Guess it was a awüy
Horace,
and
Merri
and
Harold
with six head.
quash taken under advis.ement. for failure to pay their poll tax. E. Goodwin,
Filomeno Lucero
Lewis H. Brown.
field will leave shortly for Texas lack of moisture.
D. F. Heal vs Andrea Salas, It cost each man exactly $7,
Dionicio Molino
FRANCISCO DELGADO. Register.
to hunt work.
We are indebted t Mrs. Clark,
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
dismissed by agreement without which each man promptly paid,
Ramon Chavez
Mrs. Ligon and Miss Emma Ebprejudice,
Texas,
Mrs.
who
appeils.nt.
costs
to
Dixon
of
has
H. J. Flowers
to atone for failure to pay $1
been visiting Mrs. Eblin for six lin for sweet peas and hollyhocks
N. A. Wells vs Cleofes Rome when it was due.
Jose Pamposa Herrera
The fine was
Chas. R. Easley
GEDARVALE
ro, judgment for defendant, de- imposed by Justice of the Peace
weeks, left Sunday for her heme. to decorate the table at the party Chas. F. Easley
Max Garcia
Thursday.
&
EASLEY
cision
EASLEY
cf lower court sustained. C. C. Rogers.
Felipe Carabajal
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kutchin
Attorneys at Law
R. F. Brown et al vs Juan Ro
Muejildo Sisneros
Special Correpnndence.
and Miss DeHart returned from
in the Courts and Land Dept.
driguez,
appelappearance
no
by
Practice
Elfego Chavez
R. F. Taylor has a nice pet in their visit in Albuquerque last
Land Grants and Titles Examined.
lant, appeal dismissed, judgment
Lloyd Orme
FE, N. M.
SANTA
the way of a porcupine he caught week.
of lower court affirmed.
From the Record.
Fred A. Belzsr
on his place last Sunday.
Mrs. C. M. Milbourn's baby
Joa Davis vs Victor Chaez,
S. B. Douglas
J. A. and J. R. McKinley, T.
DOCTORS
judgment for plaintiff for $1178.-3- Special Correspondence.
Fred A. Belzer and family took Marie has been quite sick for the A. Chastain and son spent a few
Euginio Gonzales
is improving rap
past
F. and Dora WicdeRanders,
but
week
Will
of
Walker
L
Oklahoma
was
per
to
bear
Suninterest at six
dinner with C. L. Markim
Antonio .Montoya
days in the mountains this week.
EsVANCIA . - NEW MEX.
idly.
here the first of the week and day.
cent.
Prudencio Sandoval
Cards are out announcing the PtrWRSfí of
had
he
all
been
said
New
over
Merrifield
Mrs.
George
im
Galhas
Julian
N
Sanchez
vs
Acasio
anl Ttiroat
C. A. Burrus
(IABpM fittlMl
Harry D. proved so rapidly
L. W. De Wolf,
legos, judgment of lower, court Mexico and liked Negra better
she will marriage of Patrocina Griego
that
SJ
James Payne
No.
Phone
Mrs. R. Taylor, Anna and leave shortly with
Smith,
place
Prospero
Vigil
any
and
he
San
had
seen.
Juan
than
at
her mother to
affirmed.
Manuel Gonzales
Hughe3 Mercantile Co. vs. W. Good schools and good water was Christene Jaborg, Mr. and Mrs. spend a few months in her old on Sept. 25.
Florentino Madril
Phillips, Fred
'
H. Spurgeon, no appearance by what suited him and we sure had E: L. Smith, Orie
home in Kansas.
The party given at the home
Candelario Perea
Negra. He rented a house A. Belzer, all went up to Estanat
both
plaintiff,
of M. A. Muse, Saturday night
dismissed.
Sixto Maldonado
Milbourn
Mr.
and
sons
have
Monday.
PRED H. AVERS
B- - R. Dodson
vs J. F. Byrd, and his family will be here this cia
Alberto Chavez, was appointed
their silo filled and a fairly good was a very enjoyable affair and
week and he said he was going
no
appearance
well
by
attended.
crops
apappellant,
The
R.
their
have
farmers
Wash
was
Attorney and Counselor at Law
crop of beans, corn and feterita.
a biiliff and J.
judgment of lower court con to file soon.
nearly all gathered.
pointed court crier.
Mrs. J. H. Alter departed this
Office hoars 9 JO a 01 to 4 0p m
neighborhood
of
The
ladies
the
Mr. Humphrey, the contractor
The first three days of the firmed, judgment against appelNEW MEXICO
W .Ketchersid is gathering are busy putting up pickles, chow week for Memphis Tenn., where ESTANCIA,
J.
lant
and
school
new
bondsmen.
house
Ne
at
for the
week, except the lime devoted
seed and chow, and other good things for she will join her husband, and
grass
crop
Sudan
of
his
Arthur S. Harwood vs Dora gra, has completed it and it is a
to calling the docket and setting
make their home.
pounds of the coming winter.
C. E. Ewinrj
no
appearance by credit to him as he was delayed expects to have 1.000
cases for trial, has been principal- Harwood,
betteror
Carl Ottosen. who has bepn
seed
DENTIST
Young
up
is
doing
Mrs. Ben
dismissed,
costs to about six weeks on account of
ly given to civil cases, while the plaintiff,
ESTANCIA - - NEW MEX.
sew- visiting his tather, Dr. Chas.
and
is
also
sewing
plaintiff.
get
able
her
fall
being
to
busy
days
occupied
B.
material.
not
is
these
C.
Smith
with
is
attorney
district
out of town first of week,
Felicita Maldonado de Benevi- - He faithfully fulfilled his part making sorghum for himself and ing for her daughter, Mrs. Wal- D. Ottosen, left this week for butSometimes
matters before the grand jury.
always in Kdtancia olfice Fridays
Orogrande.
Chicago,
of
he
will
Davis
where
ter
the
enter
Nothing has be n given out as dea vs J. G. Francisco Gonzales, and anyone wishing a first class neighbors.
andSaturdays. Office in Ayers building
Most of the beans are in the Chicago University.
yet in regard to i he w ork of the improperly on docket, stricken. piece of work done would make
awaiting
thresher.
the
stack
Mrs. C. R. Williams is here on
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Yeagerare
Hayman Krupp vs R. D. Ste no mistake in contracting with
W. DRAYTON WASSON
grand jury.
Millet is very good in this vitheir claim again.
in
Las Vegas where they took
Humphrey.
venson,
plainMr.
disposed
dismissed,
costs
to
of
as
cinity.
Cases have been
Attorney at Law
tiff.
Mrs. M. A. Hileman has again
Mr. Kutchin and Douerlas mow- their little b'.y for an operation.
Andy Pena and the Seay bro
follows:
Will
in all Courts of New Mexico
practice
h
Hardware thers are attending court at Es- taken charge of the hotel.
ed native grass on W. H- Ligon's Word has been received that the
Melicio Larranaga vs D. J.
- . NEW MEX.
will
operation
place
make
about
Co.
ESTANCIA
which
was
M.
judg
vs
successful.
J.
Tuttle & Son.
Bigbee, motion to set aside judgtancia this week.
J. L. Perdue is left afoot as he 20 tons.
ment
for
plaintiff.
E.
L.
Smith
and
familv
have
overruled.
ment
Two new dwelling houses are has sold his horse and buggy to
V. A. Rice has a fine rick of moved down from Estancia and
Tanous Tabet vs John Con- D. F. Heal vs Andres Salas,
besides oats and a good are now living in one of the
millet
up.
De on Capt Geo. A. Knight
seems
XNegra
to
going
nant, plaintiff required to give
dismissed without prejudice.
crop of beans and corn.
Hues house?. Llr. Smith has1
boom.
the
A. P. Oliver is in our midst
AttorneyratLaw
N. B. Brown vs I W. Tipton, security for costs, given ten days
Mr. Vaughn of the foothills been a resid 1 of Willard be-- ;
dof
ForSale.-12heato
file
bond.
cattle.
gone
again, "after being
for sev- has a good crop of beans, corn fore and sais Verc is no nlace1
dismissed, co;ts taxed to
- NEW MEX.
ESTANCIA,
Dee Robinson, receiver, vs C. L. P. Walter, Negra. N. M.
eral weeks buying cattle.
like Willard in the valley.
and millet.
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nol-lie- d.
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v

Norvell-Shapleig-

R. L. HITT
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ESTANCIA

GERMANS REACH
MOUNTAINS AND
TURN ON ALLIES
Tliey are Strongly Entrenched
In Argonnes
Battle, May
Turn .War's Tide-H- elp

for

Both.

AUSTRIA NEARLY OUT
Rutsiant and Serbs Presa and Masses
Want Food and Peace
"We
Must Not Judge,"
clares Wilson.

De-

(Summary of Events.)
The German army of more than
ii million, which less than two
weeks ago was at the gates of
J
tins on the north and had circled around the southeast of the
it v, has been thrown baek seventy miles by the Freueh-lSritisallies.
Stretched out in a practically
line more than 100 miles
long, from Amiens, France, in the
west, to Metz, Lorraine, in the east,
the kaiser's forees are defend- h

t

bear, according to statements from
various sources, to get the govern
ment to sue for peace Independently
of Cerniany.
Starvation and Suffering.
of
Madrid reports that hundreds
thousands are out of work and beg
ging in the streets of Berlin and other
German cities.
Extreme Buffering
and starvation face the aged und 111
and
children of Germany,
the women
Austria, northern France and Helglum
this winter, because industry Is para
lyzed and no crops have been har
vested.
President Wilson has formally an
nounced to Belgium and Germany,
and in this manner has notified the
world, that the United States cannot
pass judgment upon or take' any part
in controversies between the warring
European nations over alleged viola
tions of rules of civilized warfare and
humanity.
Settlement of these questions, he said, would have to wait until the end of the war.
The Associated Press sent an
American correspondent to Belgium to
make an impartial report of alleged
tierman atrocities. In a lengthy arti
cle, the correspondent exonerated the
Germans.
Richard Harding Duvls, a distinguished American correspondent, following the allied army (he was
threatened with death for tailing the
German army in Belgium.) reports
that tie wake of the retreating Germans In northern France is a desert.
Endless Fight, Appalling Losses.
The Uernian retreat ""from Meaux,
he saiil, was a continua; battle, with
appalling loss of life. Along a four-mil- e
wide stretch the fields Were
literally plowed up by bombshells.
Huge trees were split as if struck by

AUSTRIAN SHARPSHOOTERS

HOLD BACK SERBS

Austrian sharpshooters along the Danube river checking tbe advance of
the Servian troops.

uiv themselves desperately from
entrenched positions in the
x
mountains.
Defeated and routed in the bat-- t
If of the Marne river, the Germans are making a last stand in
French territory. The outcome
r this engagement
may swing
the tide of war one way or the
Ar-cmi-

other.

The allied army, refreshed with
new troops from south France,
CanKngland,
uda and India, is trying to cut
apart the right and left wings of
the enemy. Their opponent is receiving
heavy
from Germany and from the
temporary base in Belgium.
French-Morocc-

Qer-inii- n

Austria Nearly Crushed.
Austria has suffered greatly at the
;;nds of the Russians snd Servians,
to be almost
n1 its army is said
t rushed. The Slavs hold all of the
provinces of Bukawina and Galicia,
'rue Serbs have advanced as far as
Komlin and threaten an'advance upon
üulapest from there.
Petrograd announces that most of
ti e assault upon Austria will be left
to Servia and Montenegro hereafter.
lUtssian will concentrate her weight
t pon
Germany, the czar declaring he
,vill not make peace un.il his troops
Desperate
t'ave reached Berlin.
between the Russians and
i:ernians are constant in Kast Prus
sia. Berlin reports a German array
invading Russian Poland with War-- '
av as an objective.
domestic conditions in Vienna and
IVilin are reported to be serious.
The poor unemployed and the revolutionist element, riot frequently in the
Htreets of the Austrian capital and
treat pressure is being brought to
I

lightning and twisted and uprooted
as If hit by a cyclone. The retreating
army shot Its own horses and wrecked its motortrucks and aeroplanes to
prevent their falling into the enemy's
hands.
Turkey has receded from Its warlike attitude since the Germans have
Italy
Radical
suffered reverses.
clamors for war against Germany
Austria,
however,
and
and is
completing preparations for putting
army
into the field. Japan conits
tinues to besiege the German colony
and naval base at Tslng Tao, in the
Chinese province of Kaio Chow, without marked results.
Big Battle is On.
London. Another great battle, even
more vital than those which have preceded it, is in progress on a line extending from the region of Xoyon on
the River Oise, northwest of Paris to
the River Meuse, north of Verdun.
The front is somewhat shorter than
in the battle of the Marne, but this
will result only In a more fiercely
contested
battle,
with masses
of
troops throwing themselves at each
other, and every available piece of artillery concentrated in the determined
effort of the armies to break through
the lines.
The Germans, who a fortnight ago
had to abandon their first swift endeavor to destroy the armies of
France and Great Britain, and capture Paris, have now fortified themselves on the mountains north of the
"Wer Alsne, through the plains of
liampagne and in the Argonne
mountains through which the Meuse
flows.
In Strong Position.
They are in stronger positions than
they were for the battle of the Marne
and have been strongly

thousand additional troops into
GERMANY SENDING MORE
indicating a determination on
SOLDIERS INTO BELGIUM jthe part of the Germans to hold their
lines of communication

tliroueh Bel- 8klrm'8hlnS
progress 'in Belslum
,
ve re
el'
...
,uvi.-w.l...c- ,
inca llred to Ue protection of the outer
are inienaen 10 sireusuwu me iurcrsirlnz of th. Antwerp fortifications,
now here or are to be sent, to the where He are awaiting
develop.
xouth to till the gaps In the German nicnts.
ilg'ht wing is not yet known.
It is believed a new attempt by the
It was stated by the general staff Germans, to isolate Antwerp rrom the
hours the sea may be planned, but as the dikes
that in the last twenty-fou- r
(iermans have sent upward of sixty have been reopened and the country
regiments
Polish,
GERMANS LOSE 3.200 MEN
A battal on of Hip One Hundred
EVERY DAY. SAYS BERLIN Thirty sixth iiifantr;.- stationed
at
Strassburg it
o,,
one company
alone losing sevt-oarers and 114
Berlin. An official casualty list men. A I.attulion if the One Hunpublished shows 4,503 names. Men- dred Forty second inlantry of Itaden
tion is made of the bard fighting evi Haden reported the los f ten ofilcers
denced on the part of German Polish and 249 men. Two battalions of the
infantry
regiments in East Prussia. For ex One Hundred Forty-thirample, three companies of the Fifty-nint- h stationed at Strassburg lost thirteen
Infantry stationed at Soldau lost officers and 498 men.
Infantry,
Tbe total of the published German
3.r6 men. The Forty-seventwith headuarters at Posen, suffered casualties to date are 35,786 killed.
Since last week
fig casualties.
A majority of both wounded or missing.

AntwerpThe

Germans

""""sr .i

are

..e
rush-

-

a

with fresh troops from the north and
east. They have attempted some
counter attacks against the allied

NEWS-HERAL-

CARE FOR
YOUR HAIR

troops, which, flushed with victory,
have been trying to prevent them from
entrenching themselves.
According to Kngllsh and French
official reports these attacks have
been repulsed and the Germans compelled to give way at certain points,
but the German general staff claims
'
just the opposite result.
Russians Report Gains.
Petrograd. It Is announced that
the Russian troops in pursuit of the
enemy have met all along the battle
front with important success against
the Austrians and have occupied
about one hundred miles northeast of Cracow. They also took Vy
assault an Important position near
Krxeschoff and crossed the San river,
pressing the routed Austrians hard.
In the Iavorovo district they captured
convoys of ammunition of I the Sixth
and Fourteenth Austrian army corps.
taking more than thirty guns, 5,000
prisoners and an enormous 'quantity
of munitions of war.
Few Germans in Alsace.
Geneva. Advices received here say
that the report of a big battle at
Thann, Alsace, in which 90,000 men
were engaged, is untrue. It is stated
that there are not more than 20,000
German soldiers In Alsace, and that
not more than 10,000 are engaged at
Ointment.
And
Thann Most of the troops In Alsace
and around Belfort have been sent to
They cleanse the scalp, reJoin the principal German armies A
move dandruff, arrest falling
telegram from Basel says that the
troops at all the fortresses on the
hair and promote hair health.
Rhine have been hurried to the front.
A Move Toward Peace.
Samples Free by Mail
Germany has suggest
Washington.
Ortteura Soap anil Ointment told throutltout tha
Liberal Mmple of earn nulled free, with J2-world.
informally
United
ed
that the
States
boot. Addreea "CuUcura," Dept. VB, Boatoo.
should undertake to elicit from Great
Britain, France and Russia a state
ment of the terms under which the
Shoes for Soldiers.
allies would make peace.'
A study of Hie orders given by Na
The suggestion was made by the poleon indicates the care he exercised
imperial chancellor, Von Bethmaniv- - to have a
sufficient supply of shoes
Hollweg, ti the American ambassa
provided. On one occasion he wrote:
dor, James V. Gerard, at Berlin,
"You know that shoes are always
a result of an inquiry sent by the cscded in war," and at another time
American government to learn wheth
he said to Baron Lejeune: "Shoes
er Emperor William was desirous of help on marches, and marches win
discussing peace, as Count Von Bernbattles." To Sir John Burgoyne's
storff, the German ambassador, and question
addressed to Wellington:
Oscar Straus recently had reported
"What was the first requirement of a
No reply was made by Emperor soldier?"
"A good pair of shoes," he
William himself, nor did the imperial
replied.
"And the second requirechancellor indicate whether he spoke
ment?" "A good pair of shoes for a
on behalf of his monarch.
change."
"And the third?"
"A pair
Sank Five British Steamers.
of soles for repairs." Scientific AmerTokio. It is reported here that the ican.
German cruiser Kmden has sunk five
British sterfmers off the coast of in
Cure for Blindness.
dia. The passengers of the vessels
In certain forms of blindness caused
are said to have been saved.
by opacity of the cornea it has been
Serbs Evacuate Semlin.
discovered that the best form of treatLondon. An Athens dispatcli to the ment is a tatooing process. For this
Times says that according to latest operation ordinary india ink is used,
reports the Servians have been the tatooing being done with a hypoobliged to evacuate Semlin.
dermic needle.
Report Germans Surrounded.
The cornea Is injected with the ink
London. The German right wing by repeated punctures, so that when
is now encircled by the allies, accordthe operation is completed the cornea
ing to an Amiens dispatch to the Is apparently completely blackened.
Daily News. I
But during the process of absorption
The Paris correspondent of the of the ink particles that follows, the
Daily Telegraph says: "The German
original capacity is also absorbed, the
right wing still is threatened and It cornea becomes clear and sight is relooks now as if enormous
stored.
would be needed by the Germans, particularly on that wing to
His Clams All Right.
can
ward Cflmpiegne, before they
Lady Once, .last summer, I saw
General Von some boys "treading for clams," as
resume their advance.
Kluck seems to have been carried too they called it. They were very dirtyfar southeast by his own momentum looking boys; they were barefooted
and certainly has been badly cut up feet unwashed, most likely and they
In getting back."
were walking through the mud at low
Germans Reinforcing.
tide. When they felt a clam at their
of feet, they pulled
A large number
Amsterdam.
out with
troop transports passed through Aix- - toes. It just made itme sick. I their
hope
the last few days to join your clams are not caught that way.
the German army in France, accord
not, ma'am. The
course
Of
Waiter
ing to a dispatch from that town to man wot
furnishes clams to this res
the Nieuws Van Den Dag.
taurant fishes for 'em with a silver
All the hospitals, schools and pub spoon.
lic buildings In that city are rtllea
with wounded.
Out of Pan.
The New Lines.
The small boy's sister came in from
London. The German army which.
day of her visit and
play
on
first
the
less than a fortnight ago, was "at the
gates of Paris, and the right wing of asked for a drink.
"There's the water pail," said her
which then extended to the southeast
of the French capital, is drawn up on grandmother.
"But what shall I use to drink
almost a straight line, extending from
.
the neighborhood of Noyon, in the withr
"Use this," said the old lady, hand
west, to Bois Forges, on the Meuse,
the child a tin dipper.
north of Verdun, with Its left resting ing'Honest?"
cried the little girl. "Do
on the German
fortress of Metz. you
want me to drink out of this pan
Thus the right wing at least, has gone
New York News.
back more than seventy miles in two
weeks, wihile the remainder of the
AH for America.
army also has had to retire before
Last year the United States import
the whole could find ground on which
to make another stand against the ed knit goods to the amount of $5,071,-86- 3
and this year will have to get
advance of the allies.
along without the imported goods. It
Ready for Battle.
That the Germans Intend to give is now the fashion for women to "sacbattle on this line, with the River rifice" themselves for their countries,
Aisne In front 61 their right, the hills and what better sacrifice could Ameriof Rheims facing their center, and can women make than cheerfully to
clothes during
the mountains and forest of Argonne wear American-madon. their left, there seems little doubt. the next few years? Let every one
They went back steadily before. the declare for American goods.
French and English armies, fighting
SICK DOCTOR
only rear guard actions until their
Proper Food Put Him Right.
right, in command of General Von
got
then
Kluck,
.across the Aisne,
The food experience of a physician
they turned and delivered several
counter attacka, which, however, ac- In his own case when worn and weak
cording to the British official report, from sickness and when needing nour
were repulsed, the Germans having ishment the worst way, is valuable:
"An attack of grip, so severe it came
two hundred prisoners In the hands
near making an end of me, left my
of the British.
stomach in such condition I could not
in that vicinity is covered with water retain any ordinary food. I knew of
it Is not believed they can hope to course that I must have food nourish
carry such a movement to a success- ment or I could never recover.
,
ful conclusion.
"I began to take four teaspoonfuls
Advices from Brussels say the gar- of Grape-Nut- s
and cream three times
and a day and for 2 weeks this was almost
rison there had been
the earthworkH which the Germans
my only food. It tasted so delicious
constructed In that vicinity have been that I enjoyed it Immensely and my
strengthened, Additional rapid fire stomach bandied It perfectly from the
guns have been mounted commanding
first mouthful. It was so nourishing
the roads to the south and west which I was quickly built back to normal
atan
of
is believed to Indicate fears
health and strength.
tack from the heavy allied forct
"Grape-Nut- s
is of great value as food
known to be in the neighborhood ol to sustain life during serious attacks
Ostend.
in which the stomach is so deranged
the average dally losses are shown It cannot digest and assimilate other
foods.
3,200
by the casualty lists to be
"I am convinced that were Grape-Nut- s
Among the killed on September 14
more widely used by physicians,
was Prince Otto Victor of Schoenburg
Waldenburg, a first lieutenant of the It would save many lives that are othfrom lack of nourishment,"
Hussar guards and a brother of the erwise lost
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Princess of Wied.
Major General NIeland was killed Creek, Mich.
The most perfect food In the world.
while leading his brigade in a street
Grape-Kut- a
and cream 10 days
fislit in a French city on August 27 Trial of
a Reason."
fount Kirchbach. commander of th proves. "There's
pkgs.
In
Look
for the little book.
Tenth reserve corps, died on September 3. Upon being mortally wounded, "The Road to Wellvllle."
A JVw
rvad
tha
Ever
he gave up his command to Genera) aaa appears fraaa lea latter?
ta tlaaa. Tber
traa Mal foil at aaaaaa
ara
Von Kbeai.
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ALLIES CAPTURE

NOTICIAS DEL

HEIGHTSATNOYON
RUSSIANS TAKE SINIAVA AND
SAMBOR AFTER AUSTRIAN
DESTROY THE BRIDGtS.

TO CUT

LINE TO METZ

MANY MONTHS' SUPPLIES

ON WAY

TO THE CZAR'S ARMY
'
IN GALICIA.
Western Newspaper t'mon News Servfe.
London, Sept. 21. The Austrians

nave burned and abandoned the great
fortress at Jaroslau, Galicia, owing to
tbe Russians having gained a success
In their rear by capturing Kresheshdv,
Priemysl is ttius cut off from commu
nication at the rear.
London. Although no decisive re
sult has been achieved by either of the
great armies facing each "other In
northern France, it would appear from
the French official report that the al

lied forces are beginning to make con
tinued pressure felt.
The French army operating on the
right bank of the river Oise in the region of Noyou, according to this report,
has made some progress, while the
Anglo-Frencforce which a week ago
crossed the Alsne in the face of a with
ering fire from the German guns, now
holds the heights to the north of that
point.
In the center the Germans have not
moved from the trenches which they
lug when they were compelled to fall
back, while the Crown Prince's army
which holds the German left has again
retired.
From this it 'is gathered that the
main
French
attack Is directed
against the German left, with the ob
ject of driving it back towards Stenay
and Sedan, thus cutting off its line of
communication to Metz. This would
account for the strong reinforcements,
estimated at 50,000 men, that htve
been set to support General Von
Kluck, who is making such a stubborn
stand on the German right.
The troops, however, are handicapped greatly by the heavy rains,
which have caused swollen rivers and
miry roads. They must fight for some
days yet before a decisive result is
reached.
The outcome depends largely upon
which side can bring up most quickly
the strongest reinforcements. The two
armies are about evenly placed. The
Germans have behind them the railways stretching Into Belgium and Luxemburg, and Germany itself, while the
allies have all France behind them in
addition to the sea which tbe British
navy has kept open.
While the French railways have suffered greatly in the German advance
on Paris and the retreat from that district, the. French were long ago preArmy
pared for such a contingency.
engineers and builders who have followed the fighting men have relaid the
tracks and reconstructed the bridges.
The Germans, it is said, have received 50,000 new men for the right
wing, but with the necessity of sending troops to tiie East, it is unlikely
they are any stronger on the center
and left than they were at the beginning of the battle.
The allies, with fewer men to draw
ufion, are keeping their armies up to
full strength and are probably Increasing thein. They soon will have many
trained men from the British garrisons
in Egypt, the Mediterranean stations,
and, later, from India.
In Lorraine and Atsace the situation
seems unchanged. None of the reports
refer to fighting there.
The Russian offensive against Austria is developing slowly. There are
great Btretches of country to cover,
and enormous numbers of men to
move.
Around Rheims itself matters have
been about equalized, as the Germans
have recaptured the heights of Bri-moafter heavy losses on both sides,
while the French have taken the defenses of La Pompelle. The French
also have scored a success between
Rheims and the Argonne, where they
have taken the village of Souain and
have captured numerous prisoners.
by RusAn official announcement
sian headquarters, sent by the Petroof the Havas
grad correspondent
agency, says:
"The Russian troops have, captured
the fortified positions of Sinlava und
Tambor In Galicia. The Austrian rear
guard has been thrown back beyond
the San river in the region of Zadym-n- o
and Medlcka. Tire Austrians destroyed the bridges on the San in the
region of Sandomir and Radomysl.
The Russians have captured 3,000 prisoners and 22 cannon in the region of
Memlrov and have taken 3,000 cases
of ammunition."

SUROESTE
Western Newanaiifr t'ntun N'eaa Service.
Nuevo Mexico'.

First in

Española va a tener un edificio da
escuela pi'tblica de Jí.ono.
Pronto Tucumcari tendrá una cárcel
Je hormigón A prueba de incendio.
Cuatro nuevos silos se están con
struyendo en la vecindad de San .Ion,
Los agricultores de Nuevo México
están construyendo muchos silos este
ano.
El mitin de la Asociación Medical
de Nuevo México se hará en Albuquerque el 5 de octubre.
El condado de Rio Arriba sigue haciendo progresos rápidos en el adelanto
le sus escuelas públicas.
El hotel Orient de Roy fué destruido
por un incendio mientras los Inquilinos estaban en el comedor.
El Presidente retiró el nombre de E.
R. Gesler quien hubiera sido administrador de correos de Columbus.
Nuevo México derivará un beneficio
le (57,000 de las recetas del último
año fiscal de las selvas nacionales del
estado.
Los informes del gobierno sobre la
producción de la planta de escobas este
año coloca Nebraska A la cabeza, luego
viene Nuevo México.
Nara Visa recibió sus recetas sobre
diez furgones de "hierba de Jabón" y
el promedio por carro' fué de ciento y
diez pesos, á sea un total de mil ciento
pesos.
Pedro Padilla, poliefa de la ciudad
de Las Vegas, recibió un tiro de las
manos de Amador Ultbarri, carcelero
del condado. Ullbarri declara que disparó su arma en defensa propia.
Maurell Silva reconoció su culpabili
dad en una acusación de haber obtenido mercancías en Las Vegas bajo pretexto fraudulento.
Fué entregado al
gran jurado bajo fianza de $500.
Richard Harvel Sain. un carpintero
de Roswell, presentó petición voluntaria en bancarrota en la corte de dis
trito de los Estado Unidos estimando
sus deudas eu $1,1 ;!7.'J 1 y su crédito en
$101.

Otro victima del temible gusano
tornillo" es Mauricio Rivera de 111113- boro, quien murió después que el gusano Be hubo desarrollado de los
huevos puestos en su nariz por la
mosca.
El distrito de negocios de Hillsboro
i está casi
todo reconstruido excep
tuando la vieja casa de correos y
botica, y se puede decir oÁie la ciu
dad ahora tiene mejores apariencias
que antes.
Joshua Bingham, un agricultor cerca
de Hope, condado de Eddy, mientras
acarreando alfalfa en pacas de su hacienda hasta Hope, cayó del carro, que
pasó sobre él. Su cuello fué roto y la
muerte Inmediata.
Más de $2,000 están ofertos en pre
por la
mios, trofeos y recompensas
exhibición de gallinas de Nuevo Méx
ico, una división independiente
de los
ferias de estado en Albuquerque, del
6 al 10 de octubre.
El gobernador W. C. McDonald se
sintió malo mientras en Durango,
Celo., y se fué á un hospital. Estaba
en un viaje de discursos pero tuve
que rehusar su convite á Aztec. El
gobernador estaba acompañado de su
esposa.
Se cree que el ejecutivo
padeció de hemorragia, interna.
La comisión de corporación de es
tado de Nuevo México presentó una
protestación vigorosa á la Comisión de
en Washington,
Comercio Inter-estaden el asunto de cerrar la entrada de
Ogden al tráfico de pasajeros sobre
una base de boletín de viaje directo
permiuenoo viujes laterales, lo que
seriamente
afectarla el negocio de
turistas del norte de Nuevo México y
sur de Colorado.
Robert T. McClung, el corresponsal
do periódicos, quien fué seriamente
herido el 15 del mes pasado quince
millas al oeste de Roswell, cayendo de
una carreta, y que fue transportado al
hospital, está allí todavía, y se pasa
rán varios meses antes que pueda
salir, aunque su estado Be esté mejo
rando tan pronto como se podía es-
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Not In Sight.
Madge 1 never see you sitting in a
hammock with a young man.
My
Marjorie 1 should say not.
hammock is out of sight. Puck.
Natural Mistake.
"How perfectly you prouotince those
Russian names."
"I think you are bistaked. That's by
hay fever.
Appendicitis

Insurance

Higher.

The Lloyls of London have recently issued a form of insurance against
appendicitis. The claims have become
so numerous that they have found it
necessary to double their premium.
Poorer Girls Grade High.
Records of the University of Wisconsin show that the average grade for
young women working
their way
through college is higher than that of
girls of the leisure class and whose
expenses are paid for them.
The Heroes.
"I'd like to rent your hall, please."

"What forr
"Well, you see, we are organizing a
fraternal society called the Sons of
Moving Picture Veterans of the Mexi'

can War."

Musical Courier.
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El gobernador McDonald nombró á
los siguientes notarlos públicos: Alma
E. Squire, Boaz. condado de Chavez;
Fred G. Forrest, Tolas, condado de
Roosevelt; Caddie B. 3inith, Murdock
Melquíades T.
condado de Quay;
Otero, Cubero, condado de Valencia;
Hollín L. Tinuln, Yeso, condado de
Guadalupe; Steven L. Villareal, Gila,
condado de Grant.
La más interesante disposición reg
lamentarla sobre la ley de difamación
criminal de Nuevo México fué hecha
por la corte suprema de estado. La
corte anuló la disposición de la corte
baja en los casos de Roy Eider, editor
del St. Vrain Journal, habiendo el tri
bunal de distrito sostenido contenen
cias á la demanda presentadas por El
der, apelando el estado.
El Primer Teniente John A. Early,
del duodécimo regimiento de caba
Germans Express Confidence.
y John A. Young, procurador da
llería,
The following official statement from
la ciudad de Gallup y miembro de la
the Berlin headquarters was issued:
legislatura de Nuovo México, se haoga-ro"It is reported that a decisive attack
en el lago Mariano, cuarenta millas
is being made by the Thirteenth and
al noreste de Gallup.
Fourth a,rmy corps and parts' of other
Se ha pedido al procurador general
German divisions south of Noyon, with
loss. Beaumont has been stormed and que prepare una proclamación para
una
elección el 3 de noviembre con el
At2,500 French prisoners captured.
tacks along the entire battle front are fin de elegir A un senador del condado
Río
Arriba para suceder A Thomas
de
many
guns
being easily repulsed and
and prisoners have been captured, D. Burns, de Tierra Amarilla, quien ha
presentado su decisión de retiro al gob
though the number is not yet availernador.
able.
Sigan dar bombo A la convención
"The invasion of the Alpine riflemen over the Vosges into the Breisach de educación," eso es el grito de corabate transmitido A Alvan N. White,
valley has been repulsed.
superintendente de estado de instruc
"Dispatches from Agram report that
ión pública, por C. C. Hill, de Ros
the Tirtory over the Servians was far well, presidente de la organización.
The
sreater than at first believed.
Kl ingeniero de estado recibió noti
Servians were completely routed and ficación de los comisionados
del con
were driven in flight across the Save
de Sierra anunciando que el con
dado
river. Many were drowned.''
trato para el puente de condado en
An official Bordeaux dispatch to the Arrey ba sido firmado por $9,1)00.
E,
French embassy says:
puente es uno de cuatro luces, de 6?
whole
"The battle continued on the
pies, y tendrá que ser construido se
front, from the river Oise to the river gdn los planes del Ingeniero de estade
Woevre, without any Important change
pagado por el condado de Sierra.
in the situation at any point."

YOU CAN SAVE HONEY BY
WEARING W. L, DOUGLAS SHOES.
Vot 31 years W. I. Doug-lahaa ffu&rtvntMd th
alus br having bia name and the retail prlc
tamped on the ole before the ehoea leave
factory. Thieprotects the wearer agalwt hichthe
price
for inferior ehoee of other makes. W. L. Doug i at
iiom erf alwayi worth what jrou iiay for them. If
you
VV.

could
now carefully
L. boutclac shoes are
made, and Mm high grade leathers used, yuti would then
nnderstand why they look better, fit better, hold Uielr
thai1 an wear lonñr than other makes for the price.
In your
If the W. 1. Do titilas shoes are not far
vicinity, order direct Iroin factory. Shoes ule
sent
Postage free In Ihe U.S. Write fbr
showing how to order by mail.
(ralttd 'attnl(
W. L. DuLULAS.aioaparkSU.BrtK-kion.Mass- .
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A GOOD COMPLEXION
GUARANTEED.
USE ZOMA POMADE
the beauty powder compressed with healing
agents, you will never be annoyed by pimples, blackheads or facial blemishes. If
not satisfied aftar thirty days' trial your
dealer will exchange for 50c in other goods.
Zona has satisfied for twenty years try it
at our risk. At dealers or mailed, 50c.
ZONA COMPANY. WICHITA. KANSAS

AGENTS WANTED
Dr. Miller's New National Flavorings,
Toilet Articles, Spices, Toilet Soaps,
Perfumes, Family Remedies.
Salary
or Commission.
Exclusive Territory.
NATIONAL CHEMICAL COMPANY,
Inc. Lock Box 349, BURLINGTON, A.

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing in favor because it

Does Not Stick to the Iron

and it will not injure the finest fabric For
laundry purpose sit has do equal. 16 ox.
package 10c
more starch for same money.
DEFIANCE STARCH CO.. Omaha. Nebraska

BROOM CORN
HAVE YOU ANY?
WRITE US.

Coyne Brothers
II

W. SOUTH WAT KM

TM.. CHICASO

ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

D

Annual New Mexico State Fair
Biggest State Fair in the State's Biggest Year

Thirty-fourt- h
GROSS. KELLY ft

(Incorporated)

I

GROCERS
ami Dealers
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Roy Francis,
the gretitcnt
aviator in America, will fiivc
two exhibitions each day during the Fair.
Among othor
stunts, Lieutenant Francis will
demonstrate the use of bombs
now being made by aerial war-cra- ft
in Europe.

Hides, Pelts,
Goat Skins and Wool. On
account of our dealing diTanners and
with
rect
Manufacturers we are able
to secure highest prices for
our Wool and Skins, and for
Colorado

in

tliis reason, are in position
to pay you top prices for
your accumulations at all
times.

.
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"At

East I,os Vegas, N. SI.
N, M.

Santa Fe, N.
Trinidad,

e

.

A GREAT LIFE INSUR-

ANCE ORGANIZATION
WITH AN AGGRESSIVE
CONSTRUCTIVE
POLICY

I

THE MISSOURI
CHAKLKS A. SCIIEURIC1I
Of the State Fair Commission.

I
I

V
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STERN
Treasurer of the Male
( ommissimi.

air

Is the stock of Casualty and Surety Insurance Companies.
Not a single failure among such Companies in

Forty Years!

The Interstate Casualty and Guaranty
Company
of Albuquerque,

New Mexico

offers the unsold portion of its authorized Capital Stock
to the Investing Public. The Company is licensed by the
States of New Mexico and Arizona, and has applied for
admission to the States of Colorado, Kansas and Texas.
The Company is doing a large and satisfactory business.
n
and
Its Officers and Directors are among the
most successful men of New Mexico. Its success is assured, and an investment in its stock is certain to produce
large returns.
best-know-

$101,470.00

CAPITAL

SURPLUS,
DEPOSITED FOR THE PROTECTION
OF POLICY HOLDERS
RENEHAN,

President

J.

58,679.19
110,000.00

B. HEHNDON,

Treasurer

O. N. MARRON,

JAS. A. BLAINEY,

WHITE

TO

1

Secretary

and General

Manager

THE HOME OFFICE AT ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

GRUNSFELD BROS.
WHOLESALE DRY GOODS
AIJJUQVERQCK,

X. M.

EXCLUSIVE
AND
LARGEST
OLDEST
WHOLESALE DRY GOODS HOUSE IN THE
AND
SOUTHWEST.
CORRESPONDENCE
SAMPLE ORDERS FROM MERCHANTS

GENERAL

'

Force

This year's State Fair, in all probability, will be the last to be held in
the historic old fair ground in the
old town of Albuquerque, which has
served for the annual exposition for
so many years. The State Fair was
formally created as a state institution
by the last session of the legislature,
the conditions of its creation and permanent location at Albuquerque being
that the city of Albuquerque the should
State
provide a suitable site for
Fair grounds, where permanent buildniight
improvements
ings and other
be erected, and that a sum equal to

AGENT

Office In Barnett Bldg.,

.

ALBUQUERQUE,

IHNKEKT
Secretary of the State Fair
Commission.

track, and will be parked throughout.
Shaded roadways and walks will lead
from stands and pavilions to exhibit
buildings, paddocks and pens and the
plant when carried out as planned will
be one of the ideal fair ground plants
of the country. This will require sever
al years; uiu 11 is now expeciea mat
the first of the buildings, the track,
stands, stables, etc., can be built during 1915 and that the grounds will be
ready for the State Fair m the fall oí
next year.
The Fair Commission has expressed;
gratification at the
which
has
been extended throughout the state
maintenance
appropriated
for
that
be in its work for a broad guaged state
and operation by the state, should
This has been manifested not
contributed by the citizens of Albu- exhitit.
only by increased exhibit space dequerque.
mands for this year, but by a general
Albuquerque, through Its Commercial Club, has donated to the state a spirit of support for the Fair as a state
tract of land consisting of 160 acres institution which it has become in
of level ground lying Just east of the every way. The Fair as an institution
University of New Mexico, on the has gained materially in standing outmesa east of the city. The position of side of the state since it passed from
into a New Mexico
the ground Is ideal. On the west it an Albuquerquemaintained
institution.
overlooks tho city and the Rio Grande owned and
Invalley, while on the east, north and This has been shown in a largespace
by
exhibit
crease
demand
in
for
in
walled
mesa
is
south the broad
from foreign manufacturers, stock
towering mountain ranges.
etc.
It has been demonstrated by the growers,
As soon as the active construction
University of New Mexico's plant and
begins on the state fair grounds the
trolley system of Albuquerque will be
extended to the grounds and to the
University of New Mexico.
important counOf the twenty-seve- n
ty, community and district fairs held
in New Mexico this year, all were arranged so as not to conflict with the
State Fair; while a majority were
held immediately before the State Fair
in order to permit the fullest
with the central institution.
The old fair grounds which will be
used this year for the last time, have
cared for more than twenty annual expositions. However, there will be little
regret at their abandonment since It
is clear that with the establishment
of the institution on its own grounds,
it will rapidly take its place among
the great state institutions of the kind.
The designs for the buildings and
grounds give an attractive picture of
a little village of fair structures, long
lines of modern stalls, pens ana stables; a splendid track banked for fast
motor racing as well as tor norse rac
ing; a baseball field as level as a polished floor, and exhibit halls which
will house the rapidly increasing vol
ume of fair exhibits which this year
have overwhelmed the old buildings.
The state already has come to look
upon the annual fair as a state instiKOY FKAXCIS
meriting the support of the
I'r'iult'r American Aviator daily tution,
whole state, as shown by the active coWho will he seen in two flights
operation given this year. With its own
during the State Fair.
grounds and buildings the annual New
Mexico State Fair is destined to become t.n active agency in the upbuildwells, that abundant water can be de- ing of New Mexico.
veloped on this mesa for stock and for
Irrigation. The University authorities
which
recently
purchased
land
brought their boundaries right alonggrounds.
STATE CONVENTION'S
of
the State Fair
side those
DIKING THE FAIR
The Albuaueraup Golf club has built
it1.
nearby
house
and
club
a handsome
Knights of Pythias.
that arrangement
is now prooable
Knights of Columbus.
will be made for a Joint pumping plant
Odd Fellows
which will provide irrigation and doState Dairy Association.
mestic water for the three institutions.
State Federation of Labor,
Drilling of wells on the fair grounds
will begin Immediately after the close
St?e Medical Society.
National Mohair Growers.
of this years fair and an Irrigation)
Rcyal Neighbors.
plant will be In operation for the com- Society.
in? spring and Irrigation season.fortun-atel- y
Shrine Ceremonial Session
The State Fair Commission
was enabled to aecure the ser- - &
State Embalmers and Funeral
Directors.
vices of a famous landscape gardner
Cattlemen's Association.
last year who made an elaborate de- Sheep Growers' Association.
sign for the laying out of the fair
grounds tract. As planned the grounds
huge oval mile
will center around

in
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SIMON

INVESTMENTS

$10,000,000.00

EVERY DOLLAR OF
YCVUR PREMIUM
INVESTED IN
NEW MEXICO

THOS.

l

-

GO.

$90,000,000

.

NON-SPECULATI-

Ft.

ASSETS -

Insurance

A CORDIAL INVITATION
FAIH COMMISSION IN EXTENDING
TO THE I'KOPLK OF NEW MKXG'O TO ATTEND THE STATE
FAIH. AlJliyl'EHgn: AS THE HOSTESS CITY, IS
ACTIVELY WITH THE STATE FAIH COMMISSION IS.
EVERY POSSI1H.E WAY FOR THE REST RESULTS FROM THE
INSTITUTION.
THE FAIR COMMISSION THIS YEAR HAS PROVIDED A
SIRIO ENOUGH PROGRAM OF WIDE AWAKE AMUSEREAL,
MENTS. THERE WILIj BE SOMETHING DOING EVERY MINUTE FROM EARLY MONDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 5TH, UNTIL
OU1TE JjATK SATURDAY NIGHT. OCTOBER 10TH.
ALBUQUERQUE PEOPLE PROPOSE TO SUSPEND THEIR
ORDINARY OCCUPATIONS DURING FAIR WEEK THIS YEAR
FOR THE PURPOSE OF HAVING A GOOD TIME AND ASSISTING
IN THE ENTERTAINMENT OF THE REST OF THE STATE. AN
INDIVIDUAL SET OF KEYS TO THE CITY IS PROVIDED FOR
EACH AND EVERY VISITOR.
IF YOU DON'T SEE WHAT YOU WANT, ASK FOR IT.

:

V. M.
ISowe, N. M.

P

ORANGE

4,

M.

THE CREAM OF LEGITIMATE

PAID-U-

STATE LIFE

Cowboys, 200 Navajo Indians
and United States cavalrymen
will join in the picturesque celebration of the first annual Albuquerque Rodeo from October
5 to 10.
Six full days of exciting frontier sports.

Colo.

Peros.

A.

Mexico

THE I'KOrliE OF ALItlQUEUQCE JOIN WITH THE STATE

Write us for prices at any
of the following points:
Albuquerque,

New

a state fair Is not to be accomplished in a single year.
this Commission, then newly appointed, had its first
in fair management.
It was a helpful experience,
since it enabled us tu see more clearly the way to improvement, to extend the interest in the institution and to broaden its usefulness. We have no apologies to make for the State Fair which will
he presented to the people of New Mexico during the six days from
October 5 to 10. It Is not as big as the state fairs of the old states of
the east; but It has made a substantial growth, and we are confident
that you will recognize that growth In increased volume of exhibits
in their improved character and in the general spirit of statewide cooperation und statewide progress which will characterize the exposition.
The effort of this Commission has been directed mainly to carrying out the terms of the act creating the State Fair; to make it "for
of the inthe development of the resources and the encouragement
dustries of New Mexico." The exhibits this year will be the most
varied and most extensive ever made at a state fair. They will be of
a character which cannot but prove of material educational value and
The amusement feature has not been
an inspiration to progress.
Realizing that one special purpose of the State Fair Is
overlooked.
to provide healthy amusement and recreation, an amusement program of clean, interesting sports and features has been provided. We
extend a cordial invitation to the people of New Mexico to visit the
and your
State Fair. Attendance means
means success for the Fair In all its aims.
you
helpful,
week,
a
interesting
filled with healthy
We can assure
amusement.
Cordially yours,
THE NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR COMMISSION.
By RALPH C. ELY, President

ICAI.I'II . I I. Y
1'rcslilciK ol tlir Stud' luir
oii.iiiJsn.oi..

We are one of the largest
dealers in New Mexico and

COMMISSION

BriLDINO

Pelts and
Goat Skins

FAIR

Build Up

j

in

Wool, Hides,

to Help You

PEOPLE

TO THE

Wholesale

We Are Here

V.

N. M.

THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

of
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW MEXICO
Strongest in the Southwest

GOOD PLACE FOR YOUR
SURPLUS FUNDS
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Store

í. ríDAMV

S06

Went Central

Avenue

OI K GREAT ANNI'AL FA1B WEEK STATIONERY SALE
Through luoky
purchases we wltl sell as a Special
Week offer. Box Stationery, regular 25 and 3SC values at
A beautiful
line of 40 and 60 cent Box Goods at

O
O

Fair
I.v?
95c

THE BOOK YOU HAVE BEEN WANTING
Is probably amone- more than 1000 cloth bound copyright books, selling regularly
at 11.85 to 11.50. from which we offer your choice at
5uc
(W'e will furnish lists on application)
1.00 to
0.00 KODAKS and Photographic Supplies
U.

it.

C.

OI K SPORTING GOODS STOCK IS COMPLETE
and Remington Arms and Ammunition. Spaldlng'a Football and Basket- ball equipment.
ITS THE SAME OLD MATSOV8

o
q
o
o
o
o

IN A BIO. NEW STORE
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SEE IT AT THE FAIR

CADILLAC
of tlie

stnmlnrtl

$1975.00

Worlil

F-- O. B.

Detroit

MODEL51
Eight Cylinder
"V

AMUSEMENTS
THE PEOPLE

2

34TH

P IPES

mJJ

We especially direct your attention to a wonderful display of pipes which will

Be Mads in our Show Windows during

the

st.te F.ir.

Tkne rrettiest Cigar Store in the State

STOCK REDUCTION

Our entire stock of Wagons, Vehicles, Implements, Harness, Saddles and Hardware must be
reduced regardless of price. Don't fail to take advantage of our money-savin- g
prices to supply your needs for the present and future as you will never have this opportunity again.

Carriage Co.
Albuquerque
Corner First and Tijeras
SOMETHING NEW IN NEW MEXICO
with Power

On It. Oak Body, High Wheels, Solid Tires,
Chain Drive.

Not An Auto, But a IVagon

The

I. H. C.

Motor Truck

Manufactured by The International

Harvester Company)
POWERFUL
SIMPLE
INEXPENSIVE TO OPERATE
STRONG
ANYONE TRUCK WILL DO THE WORK OF THREE TEAMS
ONE CAN DRIVE IT
AND WAGONS.
FOR OWNERS
ALREADY USED
by
of
Stage Lines
John Becker Co.,
Belén, N. M.
Express Lines
Co.,
Freight Lines
Kelly, N. M.
Wholesale Stores
Santa Rita Stores Co.,
Retail Stores
Santa Rita, N. M.
Mail Contracts
Goldenberg Merc. Co.,
Ranches
CAN SUPPLY ANY BODY
Tucumcari, N. M.
Dairies, Etc.
DESIRED
Express, Stake, Enclosed, Canopy Top Stamm Fruit Co.,
i; SOLD IN NEW
Albuquerque, N. M.
Three-Seate- d
Stage,
MEX. IN 4 MONTHS
also
Long Seated Livery, Etc
Many Ranchers, RetailThousands in Use All Otpt the United States.
ers, Stage Lines, etc.
Io You Want to Save Time and Money?
(

Mac-Donal-

Write us.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Demonstrate This Truck in Your Own Town!

Wo WIU

STA MM FRUIT COMPANY
N, MEX.

STATE AGENTS

STOP
e

STATE UNIVERSITY BOOTH

VISITORS CORDIALLY INVITED TO VISIT THE SCHOOL
AT ALL TIMES

ANNUAL

STATE FAIR

Bring this ad to us andwetvtll deduct

the 34th Annual
TI NStatePLANNING
Fair the commissioners,

1

with a year of experience behind
tneni and with a closer acquaint
ance with the wishes and tastes of the
people of New Mexico, have arranged
an entertainment program, covering
Lhe six days from October 5 to 10,
inclusive, which is not only far superior to that offered a year ago but
which in its cost, in variety, in its
clean-cu- t
character, Is beyond ques
tion the finest amusement program
ever offered in New Mexico. It represents a money outluy of $0,000,
spent
care by
with discriminating
men thoroughly experienced in the
business; who have known where to
look for the very best attractions and
who have been contented with none
but the best.
A Grout JEuco MctMlng.
0
An original appropriation of
was made for horse racing at this
year's fair, and this, by stake races
and special purses, lias been increased
to a total of $10,000,
largest
the
purse offered by any fair in the Itocky
exclusively
region,
Mountain
for
By becoming a member of
horses.
the Santa Fe racing circuit, to which
Denver and Pueblo now belong, the
commission has been able to make
sure of the best harness and running
horses now on western tracks.
Not
only will there be more horses but
they will be of a bettor grade than
have ever raced in New Mexico before.
Two harness races of three
heats each or more, will be run each
day, for purses of from $500 to $1000
each. From two to four running
races will start every day, the purses
ranging from $100 to $2."i0 for each.
To those who care for good horse
racing this feature of the amusement
program undoubtedly will prove satisfactory.
Other J lacing Invents.
in addition to the horse races i
vast variety of racing is offered, in.
eluding motorcycle and automobile
speed tests and competitions,
races
w 8 ween automobile and aeroplane,
bicycle races, cowboy and Indian re
lay racing, cavalry racing, and some
thing sensational in the way of special races.
Hoy Francis, Air Master.
Two years ago Itoy Francis, of the
Beaehy Aviation Company,
appeared in Albuquerque in the most
senational (lights ever seen in the
state.
Since that time Francis has
become one of the foremost birdmen
of the world, rivaling Beachy himself
in skill and daring. Francis is under
contract to fly twice daily on each
day of the Fair. He never fails to
carry out his contracts. Not only will
he make his flights, but he will add
dips, and daring
all of the aerial
gimes ana tunioies ana on top of all
will give an exhibition
of
bomb
throwing, just as it is being practiced
in the great war in Kurope.
This is
a special feature which Francis is
adding for the New Mexico Fair only.
Francis will race an automobile, flying
only a few feet above the motor car.
He considers this the most daring of
all aviation stunts.
The Great Greggs.
Each day also before the grand
stand will appear the Great Greggs.
mese iwo men, in automobiles, ulav
leap-fro- g
in mid-ai- r,
performing what
are said to be the most remarkable
feats of the kind ever uttempted. The
Greggs alone, according to those who
have seen them, are a day's stirring
A

WE WANT TO TELL YOU SOMETHING

HAYNES MOTOR SALES COMPANY
INCORPORATED

Dealers in Haynes and Oakland Automobiles
OFFICE AND SALESROOMS 107 S. 5th ST.
Telephone 710

SEE THE 1915 MODELS WHILE AT THE STATE FAIR
Meet Your Friends at

During

State

A RESORT FOR GENTLEMEN
Phone 2

EVERYTHING

J.

C.

1

209 W. Central Ave., Albuquerque

I

IH

BUILDERS' SUPPLIES

PLASSbguwr

BALDRIDGE LUMBER CO. 423 So. 1st. Albuquerque, N. M.
I

,

THE GRAY STUDIOS
New Mexico's Leading Photographers

wmmezx!&

7

1

Albuquerque, N. M.

219 West Central Avenue

Lower Prices on Ford Cars
Effective August 1st. 1914, to August 1st, 1015, and

guaranteed against any reductions during that time.
All cars fully equipped f. o. b. Albuquerque.
$515
Runabout
$305
TourliiR Car
$".
IN
All retail buyers of new Ford cars from August 1st,
11114, to August 1st, 1915, will share in the profits of
the company to the extent of $40 to 160 per car, on
each car they buy, PROVIDED, the Ford Motor
Company sells and delivers 300,000 new Ford cars
during that period.
Ask us for particulars
Town Cor

ui:yehs

profits

to shake

QUICKEL AUTO & SUPPLY
513-51- 5

W. Contra!

GO.

Albuquerque,

Ave.,

N. M.

We Want You to See Our New Store
Cigars-Cigarettes-P- ipes

Everything for the Man
Who Smokes

SINGER CIGAR COMPANY
Wholesale and Retail

Albuquerque,

210 West Central Avenue

New Mexico

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
Dresses cleaned and pressed ... .$1.50
Coats cleaned and pressed 75c to $1.50
$1.00
Skirts cleaned and pressed
10c, 25c, 35c
Gloves cleaned
MEX
Suit cleaned and pressed $1.25
25c
Pants pressed
Pants cleaned and pressed
50c
Overcoats cleaned and pressed

DUKE CITY

......

Carnival.
The Fair Commission this year went
personally
into every detail of the
snows presented
by
the Carnival
Call on us Fair Week
Company
which will provide
the
street shows. They have found a
Your work done quickly and
company with sixteen separate and
well.
distinct shows, ail new, and interest$1.00-$1.5- 0
ing, and every one perfectly clean.
Ifl. 220 W. Oold Ave.
Phone
i
The commission
has reserved
lint Work a Specialty
the
right instantly to, close any show nut
up to tne nighest code of good taste. ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
With this carnival come several exciting free acts, which wilt be seen
daily on the down-tow- n
streets of Albuquerque.
The carnival is made up
throughout of an unusually satisfactory class of people. It is free from
any form of petty graft, and is one
of the iinest entertainment features
Exclusive agents for the celebrated Yellowstone whiskey and
ever brought into the state.
The Albuquerque Itodeo.
distributors for other leading brands. Best goods at the lowest
The first annual celebration of the
prices. Illustrated catalog sent on request.
Albuquerque Jiodeo, combining a lot
of old favorite features with
some
startling new ones, is a new feature
Corner First Street and Copper Avenue
of this years entertainment program.
Starting with an original purse of
- - - - - - - New Mexico
Albuquerque
$ÜU0 for roping and rough riding the
Fair Commission has raised this from
time to time until a total of $ 1 500 are
offered for these amusements in the
k
form of an
wild west cele- DO NOT FAIL TO SEE THE FAMOUS
bration,
terminating Saturday in
Frontier Day. Each dav durinir the SAXON
Fair Week preliminary contesta in
.
woria : :
roping- - and rough riding will
take!
piace neiore tne grandstand. On Sat Cooper Brothers Motor Company
urday those who have won in the
122 NORTH SECOND STREET
elimination contests will take part in Albuquerque. N. M.
Phone. 924 and 449
the finals for the big purses. Burros
and goats will be used in the roping
mis ana a ouncn or out aw horses.
guaranteed to furnish the roughest arrive in Albuquerque, Sunday, Octo
kind of riding have been secured. The
best riders in the whole west have en ber 4th, to remain during and take
The cavalrymen
tered
this contest and the Rodeo part in the Fair.
promises to give thrilling amusement will join in the Meld sports of the Ro
give
will
exhibitions
of
and
deo
every aay.
Roman racing, trick riding and mili
Aavajos and Y. S. Cavalry.
tary
drills.
L'OO
As a part of the Hodeo
Alfouqucr- Navnio
fwaaaf
Indians, straight from the reserva
Three bfe parades will take place
i"e'8
s
one,
week;
are
on
tion
the annual
their wav to Albuomraue. during the Fair
f wm
I
The Indians will take part in the Industrial parade on Thursday mornrelay-race- s
roping and riding contests,
autoing; the second tht illuminated
night
and frontier snorts and at niwht mobile pageant on Thursday
European
I
will give their wonderful tribal dances when more than 100 electric lighted
Plan.
on the down-tow- n
streets.
cars will compute for valuable prizes.
KcasonaMc
Troop K of the U'th United States and the third on Saturday, when the
Cavalry, one of the crack troops of participants in frontier day, led by
v Kates
the service, is making
a practice an ancient stage coach, will parade
marcn irom
wingate and will) before the motion picture camera.
Cleun-Cu- t

CLEANERS

I

Consolidated Liquor Co,

7no- -:

fli

Vf"

BUIOK

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT
WILL BUILD THEM
We will be glad to demonstrate the
1915 Models for Fair visitors who
Albuquerque Buick Auto Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
are interested. Korber Bldq., N. 2nd St.
I

t0

from tlie price of any order for photos of $5.00 or over. Offer
limited to one to each person.

CARS

"THE CAPITOL"
the
Fair

BUSINESS COLLEGE

Tlie Special School by Specialists

entertainment.

In the Fair Grounds

D VISIT THE

KOI BE It Bl?IUING, 2ND AND TMFRAS
Complete courses in bookkeeping, stenography, banking, accounting,
court reporting, civil service, secretarial studies and commercial

AT

ALBUQUERQUE

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooQooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

New Mexico Cigar Co.

AN

teaching.

AUTn Prt
CTDHVr iVUlU

T5he

COME TO TUB BIG STATE FAIR

Big Albuquerque Business College

Type Motor

starter. 12! inch
to 70 miles per hour. Improved Cadlllac-Delc- o
One-ma- n
Multiple disc clutch. Left hand drive. Center Control.
wheel base.
top.
Cndillac-Timken
full floating rear axles.
CAR Bl'llT, AVD THAT SEII
OX1.Y ONE OTHER EIGHT CYIJVDER
AT EIOHT THOUSAND
DOLLARS ! !
708 Central Ave.
Cadillac Lubricants
LU. Goodrich Tires, Mlclielln Tube--)
Albuquerque, N. M.
DlKUINur
W. W. STRONG, Proprietor
Dealers for the State
We Soil 'Em
60 horse power.

FOR

I
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AGRICULTURAL

When in Albuquerque See

o
o
o

7

Albuquerque, New Mexico
214 West Central
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Albuquerque A City of 50,000
In the near future

re-se-

John Baron Burg Realty Co.,204 West Gold Ave.,Albuciuerque,

N. M.

Dated
Gentlemen:
for
lot....
Enclosed remittance of
N. M.
In Perea Addition to Albuquerque,
one
beginning
I agree to pay balance at the rate of $5 per month,
month from date hereof.
It Is understood that contract for deed will he given me at once,
and on completion of payments, warranty deed free of taxes until
Price of lot. ... Í
1916 will be delivered to me.
Corner lots will not be sold separately, only with adjoining lot
or lots.
Signed
No
Lot
Address
Block .

Burg Realty Co.
John Baron
Asenta for Perea Addition
Solo

Albuquerque,

New Mexico

We shall be pleased

JONES-BOWER- S

SIS

I

The Albuquerque Creamery

Special Farm Bargains

John M. Moore Realty Co.
'

ivy?-

Sr& I

íáissi
y

irtí

L

iano

...

m,

Monument Co.
215

Alü
'
ulÜ

Wms

Si
...

National Woolen Mills

the

SUNSHINE BUTTER

LOTS $5
LOTS $5
LOTS $5
LOTS S3
LOTS $5
Now is the Time to Buy a Piece of Real Estate in Albuquerque, Before the Values Advance. The eyes of all the people of New Mexico are turned towards the Metropolis of the
State. Here is an opportunity within the reach of the salaried
man or woman, young- or old, to get on the ground floor and
secure a valuable real estate holding, to have as a home or
when you come to live in the big city, or to hold and reap a
big profit upon.
Cut out the coupon at once, don't wait till tomorrow, do
it now, sign your name and address and mail it. The first applications received will get the choicest locations.
WEST-ENThese lots are in the heart of the built-u- p
residence and bungalow section of the City, where the leading
professional and business men have already built their homes.
We guarantee this proposition and our firm is the biggest
real estate company in Albuquerque today. We will agree to
ll
their lots at advanced
represent lot purchasers and
prices. All you have to do is to sign up a contract, pay $5
down and $5 per month on a lot. The prices of these beautifully situated lots range from $100 to $250 per lot. Two car
lines to the property, ten minutes walk to Post Office, sewer,
water and other city conveniences to each lot.
JVhy Not Onm a Lot in Albuquerque?.
Onl Fifty Lots to be sold to close an estate.

to have you call
on us while in
Albuquerque

Woo

WE

Complicated Lenses Ground in Our Shop

W. Gold Ave.

ooooooooooo

All

higli-grad- e.

Sign

Eyes Tested for Glasses

20--

$15

o

tie

male to your measure
Machinery and Kqiilpntent.
Lacking buildings again this year oo
AGRICULTURE foremost
the fair commission will house the o
the vitally, im- machinery
exhibits In tent a, or place o
portant features upon which such as will not be injured by open o
greatest emphasis has been laid by air, In the open; but this section will oo
largest on record. There are sev OOOOOOOOOOOo
OOOOOOOOOOOO
the State Fair Commission, and to be thecauses
for the increased exhibits o
o
o
the encouragement of which the most eral
o
of farm machinery. The year is pros- 2
2
o
persistent effort has been put forth. perous; the industry is rapidly grow1 20 West Central Ave. Albuquerque
are
ing
1
of
the
the
state
and
farmers
space
Prom the reservations of
made
H
o
up to and including September 15th, better aware of the value of
machinery and equipment
T. G. WINFREY, Mgr.
as reported by the Secretary of the than farm
ever before. This year the exKiitr Commission, this year's exhibits hibits will include everything from a O
o
will be the largest in volume, the plow to a motor truck; in fact the ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
most varied and the finest in the his- motor truck exhibits will be very extory uf the state.
It will be, in a
including all of the most
wnrd, a reul state fair; brilliantly il- tensive makes for farm and road
WISH to invite our friends and customers to make our booth
lustrative of the resources and the use. Silos, now being built in every
wonderful possibilities of New Mex- corner of the state, will be shown,
J We also cortheir headquarters while on the Fair grounds.
ico.
as will Irrigation pumping machinery
dially invite a personal visit from you at our Creamery, located in the
The agricultural and live stock sec- in elaborate variety. This machine extions of the State Fair have been Di- hibit will be a liberal education in
rear of Putney's warehouse. Just across the tracks from the
vided into eleven separate and dis- modern farm equipment and
effidepot.
Our Creamery
is open at all times to the public,
tinct departments, each under direc- ciency.
which should assure you of its sanitary condition.
If you are not
tion of a superintendent who Is an
Poultry
The
Show.
expert in his special line. These deusing Sunshine Butter, do you know the sanitary conditions of the
partments and their superintendents Every foot of space where a pen can
;u-plant in which the butter that you are now using daily Is made? We
as follows:
be placed has been reserved in the
do not uk you to take our word for it: Come and see for yourself,
poultry and pet stock division. The
Department Superintendents.
New Mexico poultry show for several
and we assure you that you will be welcome.
(A) Horses and mules; A. L. Mar- years paat has been a marvel
to vis(B) Dairy cat-t- itors from other states; but this yen
tin, Superintendent.
and dairy products; R. O. Camp-bel- l, will surpass them all botn in number
(C) Range ol birds exhibited and n their ciu3i.
Superintendent.
cu i tie: H. Newman. Superintendent.
espe
industry ha3 lit-eThe
George cially poultry
goats;
(0
Sheep, wool and
favored.
Valuable cups have
MANUFACTURERS
OF
E) Hogs
Superintendent.
Arnot,
by. poultry breeders' asand swine; O. B. Clark, Superintend sociations, by merchants, by poultry
F) Poultry; John Reun, Su- specialists
ent.
poultry journals, by
perintendent. (G) Agriculture; K. New Mexicoandofficials,
by newspapers
iJ. Humbert, Professor
of Agronomy and by individuals interested in the
Superintendent. growth of the industry. For we:;ks
College,
at
State
Garcia, two of the largest retail housed in A(H) Horticulture; Fabian
Professor of Horticulture. State Col- - lbuquerque have had their windows
(I) Apiary; filled with poultry cups. According to
lig'. Superintendent.
Rdijiir Goebel, Superintendent.
John Iieub, superintendent of the
COLLECTIONS
INVESTMENTS
Industrial clubs for boys; W. T, Con- poultry division, every large town and
RENTALS
way,
Department, State almost every village in the state will
Extension
(N)
Farm be represented in the show; and on
College, Superintendent.
machinery and pumping plants; bred September loth it wag feared that exW. Fisher,
Superintendent.
hibits might have to be refused beWe take entire charge of property both for
The other five Fair exhibit depart-- j cause of lack of exhibit space. Arments include those in Education,! rangements were necessary for addits
residents and
Domestic Science, Art, Minerals, and; tional floor space for the exhibits conHotter Babies, all of them of import-- l tracted for on that date.
comprehensive
anco in this year's
development of poultry growing
of the as The
showing of the rosources
a money making business is second
state.
only to the miraculous springing up of
A Great Exhibition Insured.
the dairy industry; as will be shown
With almost every available foot of at the State Fair.
exhibit space contracted for and with
Ktlucat tonal Lectures.
the necessity of several extensions to
buildings to meet the space demand,
A feature of the exhibit department
the exhibit department of this year's this year will be a comprehensive ser- State Fair will surpass even the great; íes of lectures on practical farm and
exposition held at Albuquerque dur- - Uve stock topics by experts in the va
ing the National Irrigation Congress rlous sections. Some of these lectures
Every county in the state is will be illustrated and ail will be of
in 1 ít o s
represented
to the practical
in the agricultural ana absorbing interest
by county, farmer and stock erower. Thev are
live stock departments,
community or district exhibits while part of the program of the Fair Com- the number or individual exmous is mission to make the State Fair not
very extensive.
In the greatest croplonly an amusement week for the peo- nnd range year isew Mexico nas everpje, out a week of practical instruction
surprising
that the Fairand opportunity for growth and im- had it is not
Albuquerque, N. M.
214, W. Gold Ave.
Phone 10
Commission. after six months or un- - jprovement to the people of the whole
remitting work, should be rewaraea state. All these lectures will, of course,
with a response from every nook and be free within the fair grounds.
corner of the state.
Agriculture and Horticulture.
For field crops, truck crops and
fruit crops the Fair Commission this;
your offered purses aggregating $4000:
exhibitors.!
in cash to the winning
This is the largest purse ever offered
for these divisions and will make the,
,
exhibits very profitable to the win-ners. Uecause of the season of bounsections
tiful rainfall the
are expected to make unusually good
showings
of grain wnne ine tuu
growing districts are known to have
prepared magnificent showings from
what experts say is generally considered the most successful crop year on
There will he
the state's records. every
fruit dishuge exhibits from
to
Pecos
the San Juan.
the
from
trict
Baldwin
The IJve Stock Section.
Baldwin
howsection,
5
live
stock
the
is
in
It
Ellington
ever, where the big surprise iu this
Ellington
year's Fair will come to the visitor
This
who has attended past fairs.
Hamilton
year will show the enormous strides in
Hamilton
m
the range cattle ana sneep inuuairy up
this state; the miraculous growing
Howard
deveiop-,M.Howard
of the dairy Industry; the
,,f !. hoir throwing industry; and
stock-breediMonarch
the appearance of a blooded stragMonarch
The few
industry.
HVV
gling cattle and sheep of former years
St. Regis
'are a thing of the past in New MexSt. Regis
ico. This year will see long strings of
m ni tilled with high grade sheep of
many breeds; sheep for exhibit purposes only and sheep for sale, offering
an uiíuhu..
'the Sheep grower
wants
size up and compare the stuff he
The National
flocks.
improved
his
for
(
Mohair i rowers' Association's meeting will bring an extensive exhibit of
Angora goats from New Mexico and
be a creditother states. There willblooded
horses
able horse show and the
will not all be imported stuff. Sixty
Player-PianoIn a
filled
were
dairy
cattle
stalls of
single week when the entries were
opened in this department. The dairy
industry will be shown at the fair
(from the cow on the hoof to the but-Uin the mould.. There will, be an
especially fine and complete showing
of dairy equipment, machinery, etc.
Baldwin Product
of
Accrue to
Many
'
The growth of the New Mexico state
rnir In imDortance is illustrated by
T the demand for space from exhibitors
""THE Organization of the house of Baldwin, with its Artistic Achievements,
of live stock from outside the state.
The breeders ol nign graae siock nave
unlimited resources, complete factories and fair and honest dealing, unite for
'discovered the fact that New Mexico
Thoroughly
stockmen are in the market for better
satisfactory
and profitable relations between us and our patrons.
live stock; better bulls and better
possible results at the least cost for the
best
assure
bucks, and that the State Fair is the
factory
the
economics
modern
place to show good stuff. While these
imported animals are not permitted
Baldwin product. The unfailing uniformity of excellence of the same enables
to compete for purses their display Is
us to guarantee every instrument with confidence, Write for interesting facts.
quite as valuable to the stockman
standpoint as is
from a practical
Stock
any feature of the fair.
DON'T OVERLOOK YOUR REAL OPPORTUNITY.
breeders from all parts of the west;
from the feeding secstock buyers
tions; in "a word the live stock industry of the southwest will center at the
Fair ns a rendezvous for the stock-!nu- n
of the state, and this end is one
jof the main purposes of the state fair:
Manufacturers of Grand, Upright and Player-Piano- s
encourage
the development, the imto
provement and the more scientific
management of the live stock industry
in this great stock growing state,
In addition to the cash prizes
by the fair commission there are
many special prizes and trophies which
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
make competition worth more than
glory to the winners in the live stock
sections.
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o To Visit our store and see
o Suits and Overcoats, We
o

and Live Stock,
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North First St.
Always Glad to Show Goods Whether You Buy or Xot
115-11-

i
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MAUGER

&

M
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Glfj I A Special Invitation j

EXHIBITS AT THE STATE FAIR I

Our Excellent Stock of
HARDWARE AND RANCH SUPPLIES
FARM MACHINERY, FARM WAGONS
GASOLINE AND OIL ENGINES
HARNESS AND SADDLES

RAABE

AND LIVE STOCK

East Central

Pianos and wS

Monuments

Advantages

I

s

tne Purchaser

the

I

Westerfeld's Affidavit
15c--CigdVS
for 25c
2

Henry Westerfeld, Maker

Albuquerque, New Mexico

The Albuquerque Herald
The War News and All Other News
THE DAY IT HAPPENS
50c a month

$5.00 a year

-

SíhalíiTDmianD

(Stirapmui

CORNER SECOND ST. AND GOLD AVE.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

LARSEST WHOLESALERS of EVERYTHING

MAKE

US A VISIT

A

-

WHILE

YOU

ARE

ll the
IN

SOUTHWEST

ALBUQUERQUE

ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

New Mexico Products for
New Mexico People

A NOVEL FEATURE OF THE FAIR
not en old
is distinctly
baby show. It is not
as an exhibition of
frills and ribbons and pretty
clothes. It Is planned as a contest for
points in the physique of little boys and
Slrls, from one to three years of age,
to determine which are the healthiest
specimens of Infant humanity,
and
with the object of encouraging better
babies, and more Intelligent care of
the little people of this state."
This briefly Is the "bettor babies"
contest, which promises to be a t;ir
feature of this year's State Fair. Organized under direction of the Albuquerque Woman's club the contest has
taken hold of the interest of parents
and especially of mothers all over New
Mexico. Babies hav been entered frem
every nook and corner oí the state and
the showing of infants promises to oe
a marvelous exposition of New Mex
ico s chief product.
The prizes which are offered, while
a secondary consideration in the eyes
of the women In charge of the contest,
are many and very valuable, and the
little people who win them will have
acquired some very attractive possessions.
Any child between the ages of 1 and
3 years may be entered
in the Better
Babies contest.
Entries may be made

THIS

R.E.P. FL0UR
The Flour made Famous
by Merit

!

I

I

Chili
GreenReason
why this

R P

There's a

I

i

is the best canned chili

j

oooo ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooopoog

CONTEST

THE "BETTER BABIES"

packed

until 12 o'clock noon of October 3d
John
and should be addressed to Mrs.Klock,
W. Wilson or Mrs. George S.
Albuquerque, N. M. The following entry blank is included for the benefit
tiiro o hn mitv not have re- ceivea one of the entry cards, and
will be accepted on or nciore uwh of"
October 3d when mailed to either
the ladies named above:
Entry No
Name of Child
Days
Months
Ase
(Ftiiine Ape to October ftih, 1011)
Sex
Parent's Name
A tl dress
Street and Xo
En eh child entered will be given the
benefit of a careful physical examination by a commission of expert physi
cians who have specialized in the study
of child life. The decision of the
judges will be made strictly upon the
findings of this commission, and will
be a question of physical points. Ex
aminations will be conducted on October 5. 6 and 7 from 1 p. in. to 3 p. m
and notice of time of judging appoint
ment will be mailed to all whose en
tries are received on or before October
1st.
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are now located in our
New Store
West Gold

213-21- 5

Where we are displaying a Complete
Stock of

Furniture, Carpets, Draperies
and Stoves
Lowest

Prices-Larg-

o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Variety

est

o
o

ALBERT FABER

o
o

Albuquerque, New Mexico

o
o
o
o

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
WOMAN'S

WORK TO HAVE HOW THE

IMPORTANT

EVERYBODY READS
THE JOURNAL

Why 10

BECAUSE it prints
all the News everyday in the year.
And Because it is independent in
politics, and wears the collar of
no political party.

60

cents a month by mail

PART IN THIS

PACIFIC

MUTUAL
BUILD

IS HELPING

TO

UP

STATE

YEARS'EXHIBITS

A

HAYWARD&REYNOLDS
Staple and Fancy Groceries
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

The policy of the Pacific Mutual
The exhibit sections of this year's
state fair devoted especially to the Life Insurance Company of Califor(work of women will be well worth nia, in lending
its surplus funds on
careful attention. For the first time
statewide interest and competition have New Mexico real estate has had a
been aroused in the departments of
influence upon the de'Art, Domestic Science, Needle Work, velopment of the state. The Pacific
Weaving, etc., and the entries are many
and of exceptionally high character. Mutual was the pioneer in this form
Applications for permission
to enter of investment, being the first of the
needlework have been received from great life insurance companies
to
New Jersey in the east to California in
the west and many exhibits of work make such loans in New Mexico.
strong companies.
satisfied
from other states will be made, al- Other
though these do not enter into com- that where the Pacific Mutual investpetition for the cash and special prizes ed they also could invest, have now
offered.
followed suit and the result has been
Mrs. J. H. Toulouse of Albuquerque, a vast
development
impetus
to
the superintendent of the department throughout the whole state.
of needlework and domestic science
P. II. yehwentker, state agent for
(Fair exhibit Dept. K, succeeded
this year in securing cash prizes for the Pacific Mutual, from the first
county contests for almost every coun- had absolute faith in New Mexico
ty in the state. These cash prizes, and its ultimate future. That faith,
attention
chiefly offered by bankers and bank-- 1 combined with painstaking
of the policy holders
ing houses, are limited to the county to the interests
Muhigh
of
Pacific
and
character
the
rethe
donor,
and
residence
of
the
of
suit has been to bring work from al- - tual life, health and accident insurthe New Mexico
most every county in New Mexico, all ance have made
of which, as a matter of course, enter, agency of this company In the largest,
the state.
the competition for the general purses strongest and busiest
and prizes offered by the Fair Com-- The largest single policy ever written
in New Mexico. $511,000, on the life of
mission.
Work in the needlework section and C. J. Laughren of Deming, was issued
domestic science department may be by the Pacific Mutual. In fact, a maissued in
entered up to noon of Monday, October jority of the large policies
5th., when all exhibits must be in place this State in recent years have been
Mutual.
by
Pacific
the
in the exhibit halls.
written

Special Attention paid to Parcel Post Orders
We

from Vermont

Albuquerque, N. M.

120 W. Gold Ave.

00000000000000000000000003000000000000000000000000000
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AN Ik CENTRAL
SKCO.Nl
o
rHK CHOCOLATE SHOP
o
o
o
o WE invite you to have LUNCH with us each day during the State Fair from 12
o
rooms In New Mexico.
in the most beautiful refreshment
o until 2:30 o'elot-o The Service Is Quick and each day's menu Is a dream of specially prepared
o
Good Things.
o
o
o
o
o Our Soda Fountain Products lire Perfect
o
o
n
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GRIMSHAW'S

1

Albuquerque Morning Journal

sell Pure Maple Syrup shipped direct

GRIMSHAW'S

y
y
WHILE IN ALBUQUERRUE y
y
Don't Fail to see the only Complete Department
y
Store in the Southwest
y
y

y
xy
y
y

We call your particular attention to
Our Ladies'

Department, where are shown the

Ready-to-We-

newest and most exclusive models.
To our Juvenile Department, which
of boys' and girls' wear.

is complete

in every detail

To our Men's Department, which contains all that is popular
in men's

wear.

To our Rug Department, where will be found rugs of all
at. extremely popular prices.
Xo matter what your special wants may be, we urge you to
make a thorough inspection of each and all of the

35
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CATALOGUE
BOOK OF STYLES FOR THE FALL AND WINTER IS READY. THERE ARE MANY
NEW AND PLEASING ITEMS WHICH DAME FASHION HAS DECREED, IN WHICH YOU WILL BE INTERESTED.
AND

STYLEPB00KSUEST

WE W""L BE GLAD T

LET'S GET ACQUAINTED.

YU

WRITE FOR THE CATALOGUE

ALL MAIL ORDERS DELIVERED

ALBUQUERQUE

SEN

FREE,

NE

F

ESE

BEAUTIFULLY

'i
?

y
y
y

yf
yy
y
y

Departments in this Great Store yt
5
fwJJTjUt-s-

OUR

y
y
y

O

A VERY

SPECIAL
GET ACOUAINT- ED OFFER

VP

.

ILLUSTRATED

OR MAIL THE COUHON TODAY.

NO MATTER

Pure Silk Messaline Petticoat with
A REGU- fancy plaited ruffle.
LA li $2.50 VALUE. SPE- CIAL WITH THIS
COUPON'.

A

A

WHERE YOU LIVE.

RQSENWALD BROS. NEW

'

s'jf'

MEXICO

98c
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ESTANCIA

A MINISTER'S WIFE
Alwavs
Sneaks

a

Good

rjr' w

as. Us

PLACED

v

H0NLY-

Word

For

-

Pernna.
A

HAROLD

Splendid
Woman

MACGBfV

Mrs. o. F. McHargue, 147 TV. th
Florida, writes: "I
had catarrh
and throat troubl.
Three bottles of Peruna cured me.
As a minister's wife I come In contact with all classes of people, and
hall always spealc a food word for
feruna. I have (riven trial bottles
to a few friends. Wishing- - you abundant success. I remain, yours truly."
Bt., Jacksonville,

UNDISTURBED

BY THE CLAMOR

Sudden and Deafening Noise Had No
Effect on Occupant of New
York Park.

Picure3
CD.

HI

Mi

RHODES

ft&jm5mh3
1

8YNOP8I3.

lie was lost In dreamy contemplation of the busy thoroughfare with its
hurrying throng, unmindful of the
grime and stains that marked and
garments,
marred his
when suddenly there resounded upon
the air an
roar, a terrific
clangor, a stifled shriek from some

Eleanora de Tosoana wan singing In
Paris, which, perhaps, aooountfd for
Courlluntlt's appearance there.
tie wandered about where
fancy dictated. He might be in I'arls one
day and Kamchatka the next. Following
the opera lie goe, to a cafe and Is accosted by a pretty young woman.
She
gives him the address of Flora Dfslmone.
vocal rival of Toscana, and Flora gives
him the address of kleanora, whom he Is
determined to see. Courtlandt enters
frightened women, a babel of vodces Eleanora's apartments. She orders him
out and shoots at him. The next day
and a rush of scurrying feet.
Paris is shocked by the mysterious disHe stood transfixed, rooted to the appearance of the prima donna. Realizing
that he may be suspected of the abducspot, without power to move a muscle, tion
ot Kleanora Courtlandt arranges for
an expression of unconscious agony an alibi. Kleanora reappears and accuses
of having abducted her. His
upon his noble face. Breathlessly he Courtlandt
alibi is satisfactory to the police and the
la dismissed. Eleanora flees to
waited, unmindful
of the curious chargeComo
Lake
to rest after the shock. She
glances bestowed upon him, and the is followed by
a number of her admirers,
them the prince who really prolittle newsboys crouching at his feet, among
cured
her
abduction.
his gaze fixed rigidly upon the spot
from whence had arisen that cry of
CHAPTER VI Continued.
terror. The crowd parted, a heavy
"That expression proves that your
truck moved lumberingly aside and a Highness is sane again. Have you
Kroadway surface car went on its way. realized the annoyances, the embarStill he did not move, nor did the rassments, you have thrust upon me
stern expression upon his bronzed by your pursuit? Have you not read
features relax.
the scandalous innuendoes in the newsKor he alone of all that crowd had papers?
Your Highness, I was not
nerves sufficiently hardened to with- born on the Continent, so I look upon
stand the terrifying clamor and con- my work from a 'point of view not
fusion. He was the statue of Nathan common to those of your caste. I am
Hale. New York World.
proud of It, and I look upon it with
honor, honor. I am a woman, but 1
am
not wholly defenseless. There was
Woman's Press Club.
The Woman's National Press assoc- a time when I thought I might numiated is one of the oldest of the wom- ber among my friends a prince; but
en's organizations in the country, hav- you have made that Impossible."
"Come," he said hoarsely; "let us
ing been in existence since 1882. It
was organized in Washington long be- go and find a priest. You are right.
you; I will give up everything,
I
love
fore the newspaper men had organized their National Press club and be- everything!"
For a moment she was dumb. This
fore the Gridiron club, so well known
for its clever programs at annual absolute surrender appalled her. But
meetings.
The first president was that good fortune which had ever been
Mrs. Emily Edson Briggs, the first at her side stepped into the breach.
woman Journalist allowed admission And as she saw the tall form of the
she could have
to the press galleries of Washington. Barone approach,
Mrs. Mary S. Lockwood, the present thrown her arms around his neck in
president, is in her eighties, but Is pure gladness.
"Oh, Barone!" she called. "Am I
Mfs. Champ
still a prolific writer.
Clark, ?i!ss .Mabel Hoardman, Mrs. making you miss this dance?''
"It does not matter, slgnorina." The
Helva Lockwood and others as well
Barone stared keenly at the erect and
known.
tense figure at the prima donna's sida.
"You will excuse me, Herr Rosen,"
Tommie's Guess.
said Nora, as she laid her hand upon
"What is the meaning of the word
Barone s arm.
the
purchase, Tommie?"
Herr Rosen bowed stiffly; and the
"I don't know, ma'a."
two left him standing uncovered in
"Oh, yes, you do. Oppose your famoonlight.
ther gave your mother enough money the"What Is he doing here? What has
to buy a new dress, what would your he been saying to you?' the Barone
mother do?"
Nora withdrew her hand
demanded.
"Have a fit, I guess!"
from his arm. "Pardon me," said he
contritely. "I have no right to ask
Stuff' Off Now.
you such questions."
"Civilization," said the pedagog, "beIt was not long after midnight when
gan among the Chaldeans."
the motor-boa- t
returned to its abiding
"I wonder," said the thoughtful stu- place. On the way over conversation
dent who had a newspaper In his lagged, and finally died altogether.
pocket, "where she'll break out next Mrs. Hanigan fell asleep against Cetime she starts in."
leste's shoulder, and the musician
never deviated her gaze from the silSomething Worth While.
ver ripples which Sowed out diagonal1
college,
Boy's
home from
Church
ly and magically from the prow of
see.
the boat. Nora watched the stars
(iotham Oh, yes.
slowly ascend over the eastern range
"Bring home a diploma with him?" of mountains; and across the Are of
"No; but be brought home a corking his Innumerable cigarettes the Barone
good recommendation from the college watched her.
coach."
As the boat was made fast to the
landing in front of the Grand hotel,
Wasting Money.
Celeste observed a man in evening
"I guess it's just as well I didn't dress, lounging against the rail of the
marry that girl. She evidently has no quay. The search light from the customs boat, bunting for tobacco smugidea of the value of money."
glers, flashed over his face. She could
"How's that?"
me
sending
postage
60
not repress the little gasp, and her
cents
"Spent
band tightened upon Nora's arm.
a batch of old love letters."
"What is it?" asked Nora.
"Nothing. I thought I was slipping."
TOI B OWX DRFGGIFT WILL Till. TO
Try liinw Ke KmedJ for Red. Wek. Wauirj
No Sm&nins-Jai- rt
Bjelidt,:
Uves and uránuiAK-Writ, for Booh of lb Sri
Comfort.
Be Free.
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"Come In!" he called, in response
to a sudden thunder on the door.
The door opened and a short, energetic old man, purple-visage- d
and
hawk-eyed- ,
came In. "Why the devil
don't you Join the Trappist monks,
Abbott? If I wasn't tough I should
have died of apoplexy on the second

ly, sizing each other op crltlcarry.
Then they sat down and shot questions, while Abbott looked on bewildered. Elephants and tigers and chit-tah- s
and wild boar and
and strange guttural names; weltering
nights In the Jungles, freezing mornings in the Hills; stupendous card
games; and what had become of
landing.'
Abbott
"Good morning, Colonel!"
who always drank his whisky
laughed and rolled out the patent rock- neat; and what's-bls-namwho Iner for his guest. "What's on your vented cures for snako bites!
miad this morning?
I can give you
Abbott deliberately pushed over an
one without Ice."
oak bench. "Am I bost here or not?"
my
boy.
I'm not
"Abby, old man, how ere you?" said
"I'll take It neat,
thirsty, I'm faint. These Italian archi- Courtlandt, smiling warm',y and holdtects; they call three ladders flights ing out his hand. "My apologies; but
of Italrs! . . . Ha! That's Irish whis- the colonel and I never expected to
ky, and Jolly fine. Want you to come see each other again. And I find him
over and take tea this afternoon. I'm talking with you up here under this
going up presently to see the Harri-gans- . roof. It's marvelouB."
Thought I'd go around and do
"It's a wonder you wouldn't drop a
the thing Informally. Taken a fancy fellow a line," said Abbott, In a faultto the old chap. He's a little bit of finding tone, as be righted the bench.
all right. I'm no older than he is, but "When did you come?"
look at the difference!
Whisky and
"Last night. Came up from Como."
soda, that's the racket.
"Going to stay long?"
Not by the
tubful; Just an ordinary half dozen a
"That depends. I am really on my
day, and a dem climate thrown In."
way to Zermatt. I've a hankering to
"Difference In training."
have another try at the Matterhorn."
"Think of that!" exclaimed the
"Rot! It's the sized bat a man
wears. I'd give fifty guineas to see colonel "He Bays another try."
the old fellow in action. But, I say;
"You came a roundabout way," was
recall the argument we had" before you the artist's comment.
went to Paris?"
"Oh, that's because I left Paris for
"YeB."
Brescia. They had some good flights
"Well, I win. Saw him bang across there. Wonderful year! They cross
the street this morning."
the channel in an airship and discover
Abbott muttered something.
the North Pole."
"What was that?"
"Pah!
Neither will be of any use
"Nothing."
to humanity; merely a fine sporting
proposition."
"Sounded like 'dem it' to me."
The colonel dug into his
"Maybe It did."
pocket for his pipe. "But what do
you think of Germany?"
"Heard about him in Paris?"
"No."
"Fine country," answered Court"The old boy had transferred his landt, rising and going to a window;
rpgiment to a lonesome post In the "fine people, too. Why?"
"Do you er think they could whip
North to cool his blood. The youngster took tbe next train to Paris. He us?"
bewas there Incognito for two weeks
"On land, yes."
fore they found him and bundled him
"The devil!"
back. Of course, every one knows that
"On water, no."
he is but a crazy lad who's had too
In other words, you be"Thanks.
much freedom." The colonel emptied lieve our chances equal?"
his glass. "I feel dem sorry for Nora.
Is
"So equal that all this war-scar- e
She's the right sort. But a woman piffle. But I rather like to see you
can't take a man by the scruff of bis English get up in the air occasionally. It will do yojt good. You've an
neck and chuck him."
"But I can," declared Abbott sav- idea because you walloped Napoleon
agely.
that you're the same race you were
,
"Tut, tut! He'd eat you alive. Be- then, and you are not. The English-speakin- g
sides, you will find bim too clever to
races, as the first soldiers,
give you an opening. But he'll bear have ceased to be."
watching. He's capable of putting her
"Well, I be dem!" gasped the colonel.
on a train and running away with her.
"It's the truth. Take the American,
Between you and me, I don't blame he thinks there is nothing In the world
him. What's the matter with sicking but money. Take the Britisher, to
the Barone on him? He's the best him caste Is everything.
Take the
man In southern Italy with foils and money out of one man's mind and the
well-born
broadswords.
out of
Sic 'em, Towser; sic Importance of being
'em!" The old fire-eatchuckled.
tbe other . . ." He turned from the
The subject was extremely distaste- window and smiled at the artist and
ful to the artist. The colonel, a rough the empurpling Anglo-Indiasoldier, whose diplomacy had never
"Abbott," growled the soldier, "that
risen above the heights of clubbing man will some day drive me amuck.
a recalcitrant hlllman into submis- What do you think? One night, on a
sion, baldly Inferred that he under- tiger hunt, he got me Into an argustood the artist's interest in the rose ment like this. A brute of a beast
of the Harrigan family. He would Jumped into the middle of it. Courthave liked to talk more in regard to landt shot him on tbe second bound,
the Interloper, but it would have been and turned to me with 'Well, as I
sheer folly. The colonel, in bis blun- was saying!' I don't know to this day
dering way, would have brought up whether It was nerve or what you
e
and put Americans call gall."
the subject again at
everybody on edge. He had, unforby two," grinned Abbott.
. "Divided
tunately for his friends, a reputation
"Ha, 1 Bee; half nerve and half gall.
other than that of a soldier; he posed I'll remember that. But we were talkas a peacemaker.
He saw trouble ing of airships."
"I was" retorted Courtlandt.
where none existed, and tbe way he
"ou
patched up Imaginary quarrels would were the man who started the powhave strained the patience of Job. Still, wow." He looked down into the street
every one loved him, though they lived with sudden interest. "Who Is that?"
in mortal fear of him. So Abbott came ' The colonel and Abbott hurried
about quickly and sailed against tbe across the room.
wind.
"What did I say, Abbott? I told
"By the way," he said, "I wish you you I saw bim. He's crazy; fact.
would let me sketch that servant of Thinks he can travel around Incognito
yours. He's got a profile like a me- when there isn't a magazine on earth
dallion. Where did you pick him up?" that hasn't printed his picture."
"Well, why shouldn't he travel
"In tbe Hills. He's a Sikh, and a
around if he wants to?" asked Courtlandt coolly.
The colonel nudged the artist.
"There happens to be an attraction
In Bellagglo," said Abbott irritably.
"The moth and the candle," supplemented the colonel, peering over
Courtlandt's shoulder. "He's well set
up," grudgingly admitted the old fel
low,
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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More than forty-simans settled last year in Canada.

Keep Down Uric Acid
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The Cat In Kitty.
Stroke kitty the wrong way ana
she spits. Yet she sleeps in the
kitchen by the fire. What ot It! The
very lap of her mistress has not counted with the cat in her. Tbe cat in
kitty Is wild to the tip of her twitching tall. Watch her if she hasn't already scratched you as. crouched
tn the grass, she makes her way toward some unsuspecting bird, advises
Dallas Lore Sharp In the Atlantic
A shiver runs through you. You can
Is she,
feel her clawa so tiger-likso wild and savage, so bent on the
kill. Or cone upon her at dead ol
night In some empty, dimly lighted
alley. She Is on the prowL The light
of the narrow, gulchlike street falls
on her with a startling largeness and
marks her silent shadow on the flags.
She moves stealthily out to the corner, and, well within tbe shadows,
stops to glance furtively up and down
But the peothe open
ple are all within the shut doors.
There Is no one for her to devour.

IRON CROWN

ITALY'S FAMOUS

DILEMMA

first-clas-

s

fighting man.

Didn't know

that you went for faces."

"Not as a usual thing. Just want It
for my own use. How does he keep
bis beard combed that way?"
"I've never bothered myself about
the curl of his whiskers. Are my
clothes laid out? Luggage attended
That's enough
to? Guns shipshape?
for me. Some day you have got to
go out there with me."
Never shot a gun In all my life.-- ' I
don't know which end to bold at my

shoulder."

Every
"Teach you quick enough.
man's a born hunter. Rao will have
tigers eating out of your band. He's
a marvel: saved my hide more than
once. Kunny thing; you cant show
Lose casta
'em that you're grateful.
if you do. 1 rather miss It. Get the
East in your blood and you'll never
get It out. Fascinating! But my liver
turned over once too many times. Ha!
Some one coming up to buy a picture."
The step outside was firm and unwearied by tbe climb. Tbe door opened
unceremoniously, and Courtlandt came
In. He stared at tbe colonel and the
colonel returned the stare.
"Caxley-Webster- !
Well, I say. this
globe goes on shrinking every dayl"
cried Courtlandt.
Tbe two pumped bands energetical

WIFE

One of the most famous crowns Is
that which Is not bedecked with Jewels, but Is made of Iron. This historic
Iron crown has played a romantic role
In the history of Italy.
It was fashioned In the year 594 by the command,
It Is said, of Tlieollnda, the widow of a
Lombard king, on the occasion of her
marriage to a duke of Turin.
The iron is overlaid with gilt. The
significance of the crown was supposed to lie In the fact that the weight
of royalty could never be lightened by
its splendid exterior. The Iron of the
Inner portion was traditionally held
to be one of the long nails used at the
crucifixion.
For a long time the crown was kept
In the famous monastery at Monza.
In 774 It was brought forth to be
placed upon the head of Charlemagne
as "king of the Lombards," and on
later occasions It figured in the triumphs of Frederic IV and Charles V.
Finally, in the presence of all tbe representatives of state, the foreign envoys and princes and officers. Napoleon Bonaparte Bolemnly united It
to the crown of France.
The crown belongs to the state, and
the custodian ot It Is the legitimate
representative of the basilica of Monza. The title of "grand custodian,"
however, pertains to the head of the
Order of Cavaliers.

They had been married but a few
weeks when they decided to have a
turkey dinner for some friends. The
young wife was very Inexperienced In
cooking and spent some time in consulting her cook book. The bird arrived, and the young husband asked:
"Don't you know how to do it, dear-

FARMER'S WIFE
TOO 1LLT0 WORK
A Weak, Nervous Sufferer
Restored to Health by
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

Ly-cl- ia

est?"

They both gazed solemnly at the
turkey for a moment, and then the
wife replied:
"Yes, darling, It's all quite clear
cept one thing, and I can't quite

Kasota, Minn.

"I

am glad to say
Vegetable
Compound baa done
more for me than
anything else, and I
had the best physician here. I was so
weak and nervous
that I could not da
my work and suffered with pains Vsw
down in mv rieht

that Lydia E. Pinkham's

exun-

derstand that."

"And what is that, love?" asked the
young husband, anxiously.
"Why, the book says, 'First clean
your turkey,' " replied Bhe, "and I am
wondering whether I should use toilet
or regular scouring soap."

,y Bide

for s year or

more. I took Lydia
Famous Csnadian Statesman,
E. Pinkham's Vege
Sir George Etienne Cartlcr, an emi- table Compound, and now I feel like a
nent Canadian statesman and a leader different person. I believe there is
and member of several successive do- nothing like Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegewas born 100 table Compound for weak women and
minion governments,
years ago in St. Antolne, lower Can- young girls, and I would be glad if I
ada. He was a descendant ot Jacques could influence anyone to try the medicine, for I know it will do all and much
Cartler, the famous French navigator
Sir George was edu- more than it is claimed to do." Mrs.
and explorer.
cated in St. Sulpice college and In 1&35 Clara Franks, R. F. D. No. 1, Maple-cre- st
Farm, Kasota, Minn.
began the practice of law in Montreal.
His public career dated from 1848, In
Women who suffer from those diswhich year he was elected to parliatressing ills peculiar to their sex should
ment. A few years later he became be convinced of the ability of Lydia E.
leader of the French Canadian Con- Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to reservative party. From 1858 to 1862 store their health by the many genuine
be was prime minister. ' He took a and truthful testimonials we are conprominent part In the negotiations
stantly publishing in the newspapers.
that led to the confederation of the
If you have the siigliteat doabt
several provinces In 1867, and under that Lydia K. i'iokliam's Vegetathe dominion government he became ble Compound will help you, write
one ot the foremost leaders of the Lib- to Lydia K.PinkhamMedicineCo.
eral party. His death occurred May 20, (confidential) Lynn, Mans, for ad-

Then He Knew How It Felt.

It was Mrs. Malloon's birthday and
she felt a trifle disappointed that there
was no gift beside her plate. It was
the first time in 20 years that her husband had forgotten the occasion. Mr.
Malloon smiled at ber frankly.

"My dear," he said, "I have been so
busy lately that I have not had time to
buy you a birthday gift, but I'll give
you the cow."
She thanked him graciously. "Daisy-ia beautiful cow," she said.
Two months later Mr. Malloon's
birthday came 'round. When he appeared at breakfast, his wife greeted
him with a radiant smile. "My dear,"
she said, "I have been so busy lately
sewing for the children that I haven't
had time to make you a birthday gift;
but I'll give you the cow."

1873.

Activities of Women.
Queen Eleanore of Bulgaria has
served in two wars.
England and Wales have 94,841
women farm laborers.
Germany has more women than men
by over eight hundred thousand.
Belgian women are learning to shoot
with rifles.
In order to get at the true conditions first hand, Miss Elizabeth Watson engaged herself as a worker in
the oyster canneries of the South,
where she found the children stunted
from overwork.
Thousands of women in France will
be given employment during the war
efforts of America
time through
amounting to $60,000,000.
Lady Cook is endeavoring to raise
an army of 150,000 English women,
which she plans to drill and train to
act as a home guard. She plans to
have regiments of women wearing
khaki uniforms. Just like men.

vice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman,
and held iu strict confidence.

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times in ten when the liver l
right the stomach and bowels are right
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
gentlybutfirmly com
pel a lazy liver to jf
irSDTCDiC
do its duty.
Cures Con- -.
tipation. In
digestion,
Sick
1
JlfiE7Headache, W
and Distress After Eating.

Italians a Thrifty Lot.
Simon W. Straus, president of the
American Society for Thrift, is studying methods of thrift used in Italy. He
has been surprised to learn that In
the last 30 years savings in Italy have
more than quadrupled, having risen
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE,
from 1288,600,000 to $1,200,000,000. The
Genuine must bear Signature
chief means of inducing thrift are the
ordinary savings banks, which number
about 200, with nearly 3,000,000 depositors, whose deposits total $500,000,000,
and the post office savings banks with
W !? I
PARKER'S
an average of 6,000,000 depositors,
HAIR BALSAM
W4
whose savings amount to $450,000,000.
toilet prtprntlon of merit
J AUipetoerswllctsjltvtirtift
The remainder of savings are held by
Foir RMtortnsj Color mnd
,ct1Í:MyrI
Tastes Improving.
W-Boauty to Grt.y or Fdd Hfa.
societies of credit and by
4V)c. sum $1.00 lit imnrgua.
Rankin In epite of wars and corthe savings departments attached to rupt politics the world is getting betpawnbrokers' establishments.
ter.
to bar myth in mdver?
C abonOId tnnltt
upun having whl
llBd In lu columns ri
I suppose you are prepared
Ph.vle
tkmr uk for, rf using all upiUUiim at lmi(Uoa
Ked Cross Bag Blue makes the laundress
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow. to furnish the proof.
I
am."
"Of course
All good grocers. Adv.
TONIC
"Fire away."
FOR CYES
Minnesota's population is now
"Well, nobody likes pug dogs any
more." Youngstown Telegram.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
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Physicians Recommend Castoria
rASTOEIA

lias met with pronounced favor on the part of physicians, pharma- -'
ceutical societies and medical authorities. It is used by physicians with
results most gratifying. The extended use of Castoria is unquestionably the
result of three facts: rnt The indisputable evidence that it is harmless:
Seeonf That it not only allays stomach pains and quiets the nerves, but assimi- -j
lates the food : mnf It is an agreeable and perfect substitute for Castor Oil.'
It is absolutely Bafe. It does not contain any Opium, Morphine, or other narcotic
is unlike Soothing Syrups, Bateman's Drops, Godfrey's
and does not stupefy.
Cordial, etc This is a good deal for a Medical Journal to say. Our duty, however, is to expose danger and record the means of advancing health. The day,
for poisoning innocent children through greed or ignorance ought to end. To;
our knowledge, Castoria is á remedy which produces composure and health, by,
regulating the system not by stupefying it and our readers are entitled to
the information. Hall 's Journal of Health.
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Letters from Prominent Physicians
í;2:!

.
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ALCOHOL 1 PER CENT.
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Those "Good Old Times."
We may as well demolish the time-worsuperstition that the good old
times again are all we need to make
us happy.
There never were any
good old times. "Say not thou. What
Is the cause that the former days
were better than these," chides the
preacher, showing that the complaint
Hear
Is as old as human nature.
"Few sons are like their
Homer:
only
few
a
most
worse,'
are
fathers;
are better." If in Homer's opinion
and he puts the words Into the mouth
of Athena speaking, in the guise of
double-distille- d
wisdom
Mentor,
most men are worse than their fathers, then upon what degenerate days
must we have fallen! Given a length
of time like that between ourselves
and Homer and the complaint falls to
pieces of Us own absurdity. Fannie
H. Eckstorm, in the Atlantic
Marks End of Childhood.
Children pass out of a stage open,
beautiful, exquisitely simple Into silences and discretions beneath an
Imposed and artificial Ufe. And they
are lost. Out of the finished, careful,
watchful, restrained man and woman
no child emerges again. "The Pas-

YOUNG

One Naturally Would Think That the
Cook Book Might Have Been .
More Explicit.

of Royalty That Goes Far
ttacK into tne rtecoras or curo-peaHistory.

cross-stree-

"I'll Take It Neat, My Boy."

FOR

Symbol

e

mail

Colonel Caxley-WebsteAbbott's studio was under the roof
of one of tbe little hotels that stand
Switzerland is a heavy importer of timorously and humbly, yet expectantapples.
ly, between the imposing cream-stuccAmerican
of the Grand hotel at one end and
ot the Grande
clear whit the elaborate pink-stucc- o
If you wili Iwautiful,
L
clothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue. At
Bretegne at the other. The
good grocers. Adv.
shoes of the Teuton (who wears his
way from Ham.lamestown, Pa., has 10.574 factor) mountain kit all the
burg to Palermo) wore up and down
and shop workers.
the stairs all day; and tbe racket from
the hucksters' carts and hotel omnibuses, arriving and departing from
the steamboat landing, the shouts of
the begging boatmen, tbe quarreling
and the barking of
tnttde'oar bodies
Fríe acia It a poi wo formed espectahr
mt, of 'the children
hi derating ert:n
fwi.
dogs these noises were Inand muacl
ib bo ramg up of ner
uid by
CUi doMogezertiuDcessant from dawn until sunset.
rric actd it Mnn'ew ai ton aa the kidney
The artist glaiVd down from his
filter it promptly frum the blood, bnt people
mtke ono acid so iut
rbo overdo and overeat,
square window at the ruffled waters,
weakens tbe
that ti oTerloadB tbetbeblood,
e
oerres, caoalng
and attack
or
scowled at the fleeting snows on
pains, ll forma gravel, bardana tbe
the mountains over the way. He
arteries ud brlogaondropay or Bright adlseaae.
activity
kldneya
normal
to
ring
rv
tbe
Bt so
passed some ten or twelve minutes In
Dunn a Kidnej lüa be.p to OTerouin esoee
nne acid
this useless occupation, but he could
not get away from the bald fact that
A Colorado Case
he had acted like a petulant child. To
1. K.
W.
Wright,
TIT
have shown his hand so openly, simply
12th 8L, Pueblo,
because the Barone had beaten him In
Colo., aajrs: "Sharp
And
pain in bit back
the race for the motor-boat- !
earned mo terrible
Nora would understand that he was
u tiering and I wa
Harri-gan
backbone.
weak and without
going down faat-- I
couldn't rest an-himself must have reasoned out
lost ttrength and
the cause for such asinine plays as
Sick
fVeh rapidly.
be had executed in the game of checkheadache and duoften
pll
ly
ers. How many times had the old
came 00 and I was
man called out to him to wake up and
mía racertainly
Kid-n-- r
iMan'
bie.
move? In spirit be bad been across
PHI
restored
the lake, a spirit In Hades. He was
me to gocd health
no
and I have had
not only a fool, but a coward likewise.
kidney
of
sign
He bad not dared to
troubl since."
.
touck
. . put It to th
Bou
Cat Doea'a at Aa Stan.
To gln or lose It all.
He saw it coming; before long he
and that Italian would be at each othCO-- , BUFFALO. N. Y.
er' throats.
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Remeitv for Comfi

tton , Sour Stomach-DlarrbWorms
ness and Loss or Sleep.
facSmak
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addressed to Chas.

. Fletcher.

Dr. B. Halstead Scott, of Chicago, Ills., says: "I have prescribed your
Castoria often for Infants during my practice, and find It very satisfactory."
Dr. William Belmont, of Cleveland, Oblo, says: Tour Castoria stand
first in Its class. In my thirty years of practice I can say I never hav
found anything that so filled the place."
Dr. J. B. Taft, of Brooklyn, N. T., says: "I have used your Castoria and
found it an excellent remedy in my household and private practice for
many years. The formula la excellent."
Dr. R. J. Hamlen, ot Detroit, Mich., says: "I prescribe your Castoria
extensively, as I have never found anything to equal it for children's
troubles. I am aware that there are Imitations In the field,, but I always
see that my patients get Fletcher's."
Dr. Wm. J MoCrann, of Omaha, Keb., says: "Aa the father of thirteen
children I certainly know something about your great medicine, and aside
from my own family experience I have in my years of practice found Castoria a popular and efficient remedy In almost every home."
Dr. J. R. Clausen, of Philadelphia, Pa., says: "The name that your Castoria has made for itself in the tena of thousands of homes blessed by the
presence of children, scarcely needs to be supplemented by the endorsement ot the medical profession, but I, for one, most heartily endorse it and
believe it an excellent remedy."
Dr. R. 1L Ward, of Kansas City, Ho., says: "Physicians generally do not
prescribe proprietary preparations, bnt in the case of Castoria my experience, like that of many other physicians, has taught me to make an exception. I prescribe your Castoria tn my practice because I have found it
to be a thoroughly reliable remedy for children's complaints. Any physician who has raised a family, as I have, will Join me In heartiest recommendation of Castoria."
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I The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over

30

Years.

sionate Friends."

V
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School Supplies
Ye

have a complete line of everything
that you will need. Every boy and
girl that makes a purchase of us on the opening day- of school will receive something free
so don't forget to be on hand.
-

Estancia Drug Company
J. P. Dunlavy of Mountainair

VALLEY HOTEL
O. C. M ANKER, Prop.

is attending court.

Frank Chavez

has moved to

They All Demand It

PHILOMATHIANS

THE WILLARD FAIR

Call For Bids
Notice is hereby given that the coun-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
Ü. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,

August 29, 1914.
Every City and ty commissioners will receive bids for
Friday afternoon, September Estancia, Like
tu,e painting and minor repairs of some
Notice is hereby given that Cornelia
in the Union ReTown
of the offices in the court house, said E. Ligon, heir and for tho heirs of Sa18th, the Philomathian Club
ceives It.
painting to include the painting of the rah L. Bryan, deceased, of Mcintosh,
was entertained by Mrs. Young
People with kidney ills want to be roof and the cornices and windows and New Mexico, who, on August 8th, 1910,
at the home of Mrs. Senter. cured.
When one suffers the tortures outside doors of the court house on the made homstead entry No. 0139(J:J, for
There were seven members and of an aching back, relief is eagerly outside and the patching
of broken
Section 23, Township 7 north,
two visitors present.
The pro- sought for. There are many remedies places in the plaster inside wherever it neM
Range 7 east, N. M. P. Meridian, has
grams for the next year's work today that relieve, but not permanent- appears necessary.
to make
filed notice of intention
Mrs. Senter ly. Doan's Kidney Pills have brought Said bids must be on file in the clerk's five year proof, to establish claim to
were arranged.
will entertain the club October lasting results to thousands. Here is office on or before the first day of Octo- - the land above described, before Neal
proof of merit from this vicinity:
oer, IB14.
Jenson, U. S. Commissioner, at Estan
2nd. The lesson will be Article
"My back was weakened by heavy
The successful bidder will be requir- cia, New Mexico, on the 15th day of
1 in Roberts' Rules of Order. lifting of trunks and other baggage," ed to give bond for
the faithful per- October, 1911.
Each member will answer roll says Louis M. Germain, of Albuqur-que- , formance of his contract.
Claimant names as witnesses;
N.
got
bad
Mex.
so
The
I
board
that
"It
reserves the rieht to re
call with a current event.
H. F. Mathews, Amos Kuykendall,

The Third Annual Torrance
Couniy Fair will be held at Wil
lard Friday, October 2nd, immediately following the fiesta
which will be held October 1st
A large crowd is expected and
arrangements have been made to
entertain them on a large scale.
Cash prizes and ribbons will be
awarded the winners in live
stock, crops, dairy, art and culinary exhibits. The premium list
could hardly stand straight and it was
is completed and any one desir
hard for me to jump off and on the wag
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ing a copy can secure one by ad
Department of the Interior,
on. 1 was weak and became more so
dressing R. L. Hitt, secretary of U. S. Land Office at Sauta Fe, N. M. every day. One day I read how Doan's
Kidney Pills cured a local citizen of a
August 18, 1914,
the association.
similar case and I got a supply. The
The ladies exhibit promises to Notice is hereby given that Bristol first box did me so much good
that I
C. I.anford, of Estancia, New Mexico,
be the most interesting ever pre who, on September 27th, 1911, made got several more. They made me
sented, and special prizes will be homestead entry No. 015827, for Be4 well."
awarded for children's exhibits Section 17, Township 6 north, Range 7 Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't sim
of every description. In addition east, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed not ply ask fori a kidney remedy get
same that
special prizes will be awarded for ice of intention to make three year. Doan's Kidney Pills the
burn
Proof, to establish claim to the land Mr. Germain had. Foster-Mi- l
the largest family present at the above described, before Neal Jenson, U. Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
adv
fair, and for numerous other
Commissioner, at Estancia, New
Mexico, on the 5th day of October,
items.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
The program of sports is the 1914.
The Union Nallonul Bank of Dallas, Tozas, a
names
as
Claimant
witnesses:
best that has ever been prepared
Corporation. Plaintiff,
vs.
Ira L. Ludwick, A. W. Lyttle, W. L.
for the entertainment of those
G. O. Martin. Defendant.
Compton, J. L. Smith, all ef Estancia,
No. 3,1. ('ml.
who attend and will include horse New Mexico.
In the District (Joint of the Third Jnclicial Dis
trict ol tho state ot ftuw jaexico, ana lor tne
ana pony racing, goat roping, FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
County of Torrauco.
Tito FMid defendant, G C. Martin, is hereby
broncho busting, mens, ladies and
notified that a complaint bus been filed by
Department of the Interior,
said plaintiff affainut him, in the District Court
childrens foot races, rifle and
for the County of Torrance and Stato afore- United States Land Office.
Baid, that ueniK the Court in which Faid cause
pistol shooting and athletic
is peudiuK. The general object of said actiou
Santa Fe, N. M.

ject any or all bids.
Estancia, New Mexico; George D.
Given under my hand and seal of of. of
Eblen, of Mcintosh, New
fice, by order of the board of county Smith, A.
Mexico.
commissioners of Torrance County.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register,
(Seal)
JULIAN SALAS.
COLIC. CHOIIRA ANB DIARRHOEA
.
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CHAMBERLAIN'S

REMEDY.

advised the 'boys' 'when they en
listed for the Spanish war to take
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy with them, and have received many thanks for the advice giv
en, writes J. H. Houghland, Eldon, Iowa. "No person whether traveling or
at home should be without this great
remdy." For Bale by all dealers, adv

'I

UNIMENT.

If you are ever troubled with aches,
the house across the street north
pains or soreness of the muscles, you
of F. R. Holloway's.
will appreciate the good qualities of
Chamberlain's Liniment. Many sufferJ. W. McPherson and family
Good Meals
ers from rheumatism and Bciatica have
moved last Saturday to the Cur
Clean Rooms
used it with the best results. It is estis ranch northeast of town.
pecially valuable for lumbago and lame
back. For sale by all dealers.
E. A. Mattingly, A. R. Wilson
adv
..
Patronage
Solicited.
Your
and D. F. Heal of Lucia, came
over Monday to attend court.
Thirty-Fourt- h
Ben Donlin of Willard mingled
Estancia News-Heral- d
county
in
the
with the crowds
seat Tuesday.
Published every Thurso ay
.1. A, CONSTANT.Editorand
Owner.
Fred A. Belzer, the enterpris
Entorcd as second class matter January 11. ing Cedarvale merchant, is stay
1907, in the postoilice at Estancia. N. M., under
ing in Estancia these days, be
is to recover the sum of $520.r with interest
the Act of Congress of March 3, 1907.
August 17, 1914.
and costs according to an unsatisfied judgment
ing a memcer or tne petit jury
in the State of Texas. You are also
Notice is hereby given that the State obtained
The
Aid
will
Ladies'
din
serve
notiiied that altiduvit of attachment ha been
OCTOBER
Subscription $i,50 per year in advance
1914.
L. W. De Wolf, the sage of ner at exhibit ' hall during
filed in saiil case and writ of attachment is- New
Mexico,
of
provisions
under
the
the
upd. and levy niutle (Hereunder upon tne Isliw
Cedarvale, came up Monday to noon hour, and the balance' of of the act of Congress of June 21, 189S, P-of Section aim. 5 N R. J E. of tho N. M.
M.
af
ror further particulars see complaint ana Unthat district court started off1 the day will be devoted to the and June 20, 1910, and the acta supple- fidavit
of attachment tiled in said cause.
OF LOCAL INTEREST see
mentary
and
has
amendatory
thereto,
you enter your appearance in said cause on
right.
FIRST ANNUAL
CELEBRATION OF
entertainment of the' visitors made application for the following de- less
or berore tho 'órd day ol uctobor, 1H14, judgment will be rendered against you in said
nonmineral cause
The McPherson baby, which from all parts of the county. A scribed unappropriated,
by default.
The name of plaintiff's attorney is Fred H.
public lands as indemnity school lands:
Avers, and his pos(oll'ice address is Kstaucia.
List your land for exchange had been critically ill for some grand ball will be given at night List No. 2598,
021483.
Serial
NE.y,
new
aiexicu,
The various
In witness whereof. have pereunto 60t my
adv time, is reported steadily improv- in Herndon hall.
with Neal Jenson,
$1,000 in prizes for the bestropersand riders.
swy, h aud
EH NWM, NE,y SWM. s
and seal of said court, at Estancia, New
ing.
vice presidents throughout the SE&.Sec 1, T. 6N
Mexico, on this tho títU day of September. 19H.
N.
M.
R.14E.,
Wildest outlaw horses.
200 Navajo Indians.
SALAS,
JUUAN
Soall
There will be a dance at Godd-in'- s
County Clerk,
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Hatcher county have sent in very encour Mer., 523.87 acres.
United States cavalry.
Good
hall Saturday night.
purpose
reports
to
of
allow
notice
aging
The
is
this
crop
and
the
ex
Come on and get a slice of this money.
adv. were in town Monday and Tues
music.
all persons claiming the land adversely,
day, Mr. Hatcher having a case nibit will undoubtedly surpass or desiring to show it to be mineral in
Write to the secretary for an entrance blank.
the utmost expectations.
.
If you wish to sell or exchange in district court.
Mary E. Woodall,
character, an opportunity to file objec
As this is a great advertise tions to such location or eelection with
Postoffice,
your property, list with me.
Mr. and Mrs. Burton, who had
Mcintosh, N. M.
adv
ment tor lorrance county it is the Register and Receiver of the Unit
Neal Jenson.
Special Excursion Rates on Railroads.
visiting
son,
been
J. N. hoped that the residents of the ed States Land Office, at Santa Fe, N
their
Range six miles
Ort iz' st ore is headquarters for Burton, departed Tuesday eve
Mcintosh.
west
of
M.
,and to establish their interest
-- Brandleftshoulder
fruit always the greatest varie ning for their home in Oklahoma county will be in attendance. therein, or the mineral character
For further information or Premium List, write,
Willard asks that you join the
ty and best quality.
adv City.
thereof.
They were much pleased
crowd and be its guests for the
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
THOMAS F. BINKERT,
Wanted to Buy Two good with the country and climate.
Big Day.
24
Register.
work mares 6 to 7 years old,
Sec'y to (Jommision,
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Smith,
Albuquerque, N. M.
weighing about 1100 pounds Mrs. Maud Croft and Harry
DIARRHOEA
QUICKLY CURED.
"My attention was first called to
J. P. GOURT
Address H. Yanow, Al Smith came in Monday to attend
each.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar
adv. to business in district court.
Tí
buquerque, New Mexico.
rhoea Remedy as much as twelve years
Roy Woods, who now lives at
Miss Annie Porter, who went
In the garnishment case of B. ago. At that time I was seriously ill
"Thedford's
Gallup, and Earl Scott of Gibson, to California several weeks ago H. Ogier vs. Frank Browning in with summer complaint. One dose of
is
the best
medicine
were in Estancia Monday and is working for her uncle in Oak Justice Wash's court Thursday this remedy checked the trouble, '
lever
C. W. Florence, Rock field,
used,"
Mrs.
writes
J. A.
writes
Tuesday on court business.
land, and writes that she likes of last week, the jury returned a Ind. For sale by all dealers.
adv
Steelman, of Patlonville, Texas.
H. L. Ortiz, a Santa Fe attor- the country and is having a fine verdiet giving the plaintiff pos
"I suffered terribly with liver
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Our claim to your confidence is based uponthe stanch-nes- s
session of the horse in question,
ney and cousin of our townsm, time.
Department of the Interior,
of our organization, our steady growth, careful
troubles,
and could get no relief.
Celestino Ortiz, was here MonCapt. George A. Knight writes damages of $27 for detention of
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
methods, our special precautions to safeguard deposits
I had
The
condoctors
day and Tuesday on court busi- from Cedarvale as follows: "We the horse, and costs of suit. , Afsaid
September 4, 1914.
and the character of every man who is officially conness.
Notice is hereby given that George
sumption. I could not work at
are having fine weather and ev- ter the verdict was given the
nected with the bank. This will be attested by anyone
B. Rhodes, of Manzano, New Mexico,
plaintiff
agreed
with
the
defend
busy
gathering corn,
all. Finally I tried
Federico Chavez of Willard erybody is
who has studied carefully our financial statements and
who,
April
on
29th,
1011,
made
home
to
ant
remit the payment of
was among the visiting states- hay, beans, and every other kind
stead entry No. 015255, for Lots 3 and
watched us build upon the foundation of "SAFETY
damages.
THEDFORD'S
of
kind
known
feed
stuff
men in Estancia the first of the other
4, Section 2, and Lots 1, 2, 3, and 4,
FIRST," adding to our strength the good will of our
to this climate, and vegetables
Section 3, Township 5 north, Kange 6
week.
customers through sincere and helpful service
There is nothing definite from east, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed not
galore. After a continued ef-CASH RESERVES
E. P. Davies, Republican can- for the past year by your humble the M. E. conference at Albu ice of intention to make three year Proof
in amounts large enough to meet any emergency are
didate for the legislature from servant and our U. S. Commis- querque, but it is known that to establish claim to the land above
before Neal Jenson, U. S.
always kept in our vault and our assets are convertible
Santa Fe, Guadalupe and Tor- sioner here, L. W. De Wolf, we Rev. R. F. Farley has been re described,
Commissioner, at Estancia, New Mexi
with' sufficient speed to double our patrons' financial
co, on the 15th day of October, 1914,
rance counties, is attending to are promised one rural mail route turned to this charge.
Claimant names as witnesses:
protection in combatting any crisis.
Eternal vigilance
cases in district court and mak- and hope to get another one. We
Hon. Jose de Jesus Romero of
Fred Mahan, George D. Priddy, of
precludes any save
d
ing a little political medicine on are now
investments
of our funds.
I got better,
to
and
my
surprise,
connected with the out Punta was in town the first of Manzano, new Mexico; A. K. Dressier,
We know and feel the responsibilities of the modern
the side.
and am
as well as any
Mountainair, New Mexico; Gus Ma
side world by telephone.
You the week marketing nice peach of
han, of Manzano, New Mexico.
banker we are conscious of our broadening field and
man." Thed ford's Black -Mr. Wilson, the Progressive had better keep your eyes on Ce es grown in his orchard. The FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
alert to the problems ahead of the American banker.
Draught h
general cathartic,
our
may
move
for
next
darvale.
to
spoke
congress,
valley
Estancia
will produce fruit
candidate for
ACUTE INDIGESTION.
Every transaction is considered from the standpoint of
vegetable
liver
that
medicine,
by
capture
to
the count seat of fine quality and in abundance,
a small crowd at Goodin's hall
"I was annoyed for over a year by
much aid it will give the customer and how much
how
has
been
regulating
irregulariMonday night. Mr. Wilson gives away from Estancia."
and it is only a question of time attacks of acute indigestion, followed
strength
it will add to the bank.
ties of the liver, stomach and
by
constipation,"
J,
writes Mrs. M.
when a surplus will be produced.
evidence of being a bright young
' LET US SERVE YOU
70
bowels,
over
for
years.
Get
Gallagher,
Geneva,
N.
evY.
"I tried
man. He made a good speech,
C, T. U.
Cards received by various of erything that was recommended to me
Our bank is not too large to give true consideration to
W.
a package today. Insist on the
dividing his attention between
of his friends from J. P. Ken- for this complaint, but nothing did me
the little things that mean much to the welfare of the
genuine TliiJt'ord's.
the good points of the Progresnedy are postmarked Chicago, much good until about four months ago
depositor, not too large to lend counsel to the depositors
T.
C.
The
W.
saw
I
com
platform
sive
U. met at the indicating that he is still stopping
Chamberlain's Tablets advertisand the short
whose dealings are small but none the less Important to
ings of the Republicans and Baptist church Tuesday, Septem- in that village: also that he likes ed and procured a bottle of them from
him. All who bring their business to us are assured of
Democrats, and particularly of ber 15, at 3 ,o'clock.. The next the country and may decide to our druggist. I soon realized that I
courteous treatment and appreciative attention. We will
had gotten the right thing for they
meeting will be at the M. E. locate.
R 8. COCHRANE
Mr. Fergussbn.
helped me at once. Since táking two
be glad to have your name on our list ofNcustomers.
church the 29th at 3 o'clock. The
bottles of them 1 can eat heartily with
Every Transaction Here Held in Confidence.
We
D. J. Bigbee, who has a fine
j. r. rorter Drought some out any bad effects. " For sale by all Shoe and Harness
life of Francis Willard will be the
want to miss an opportunity to please.
don't
f
ranch in Pintada Canyon, came subject. All come
if
sample
peaches
from
his
orchard
Repairing
dealers.
adv
and take part.
over the first of the week to atto town Tuesday. They are very
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
tend to business in court. Mr.
fine in quality, and show that ef
Torrance County Savings Bank
All work guaranteed
Department
Interior,
Bigbee reports a fine season east
WOMAN'S CLUB
fort is all that is necessary to U. S. Land Office ofat the
Willard, New Mexico
Santa Fe, N. M.
of the Pedernals. Fully one hunproduce peaches in the Estancia
Shop with W. W. Richards
September 4, 1914.
Depositors.
We Favor Our
If You Will Come With
dred tons of fine hay has been
valley.
Notice is hereby given that George
We
Will
Us
Favor
You.
put up in Pintada Canyon, and The Woman's Club will be en
Priddy, of Manzano, New Mexico,
Estancia, New Mexico
On Tuesday
evening Mrs D.
tertained by Mrs. Stubblefield at
who, on June 25tb, 1910, made homeanother hundred tons could have her
Good
Service
is
What Counts
Branen entertained her Sunday stead entry No. 013693, for nw.y Sec
home Friday afternoon.
been put up but for lack of time
school class of little girls, togeth 10, Township 5 north. Range 6 east, N.
and help. Mr. Bigbee raised lots
er witn their mothers, at the M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of in
NYE SOLD OUT
of forage and plenty of garden
MONUMENTS
home of Mrs. Porter. Fruit was tention to make three year Proof,
stuff.
to establish claim to the land above de- served for refreshments.
The
Largest stock of finished
cribed, before Neal
Carrizozo, Sept. 17. O.
Jenson, U. S.
Blacksmith and Repair Shop
Among the
attor Nye has sold his interest in T little girls had a good time, and Commissioner, at Estancia,
work in New Mexico.
New Mexthe
All kinds of blacksmithing and wood repair work promptly
the
mothers also enjoyed them ico, o . the 15th day of October, 1914.
revs in. attendance at district Carrizozo Outlook, together with
Designs and samples sent
ESTANCIA, NEW MEXICO
Cdone. Charges reasonable.
selves.
court are Ralph Easley, E. P his abstract business,
upon application.
intut names aa witnesses:
to William
George B. Rríodes, Rachel Rhodes,
Davies, M. T. Dunlavy, G. W H. Oaborn, formerly
Call on us when in Albuquerque.
Fred Mahan, of Manznn, New .MexiPrichard, Judge Wright, Harry district attorney for thisassistant
Q4p aggmB385 casan I aaaaa
over ea years- - co; A. B. Dressier, of Mountainair,
Monument Co.
district
New Mexico,
Bowman, of Santa Fe; Isaac Mr. Oaborn was
MEX.
ALBUQUKRQUE,
NEW
associated with
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
Bartb, W. C. Heacock, and J. B. Mr. Nye in this business prior
215 K. Central
0
to
Newell of Albuquerque: R. R. his appointment as assistant dis
Beware of Ointments for
Bell of Oklahoma City; Mr. trict attorney, and goes into
the
Catarrh That Contain Mercruy
Brookover of Bunyan, Texas; C business with a thorough
m mTury will surely
RAYMOND T. SANCHEZ
the
under
of smell and cnmpletelv dTanp bhm"
tho
Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted.
Trade Marks
G. Hedgecock of Santa Rosa.
whol system when entering It
standing of its various ramificaVE8IGNS
the
noes.
Such
muroiifi
Vt4l
surf
General
shmil
articles
Merchandise
Fire. e. Accident and Health Insurance.
Copyrights
rfM
Ac.
nover
be
unoft exefpt on presfrfptfom
Anyone tending a teten tnd dmwriptton mr
The BaDtist ladies report re tions. Mr. Nye will herafter de qolekljT
from reputable phystriftnn, aa the damntr
Mrertniii rnr opinion froe whether an
Legal Papers Drawn and AcknowFeed
Saloon
Grain
and
and
they will do In ton fold to the good yo;i
Invention la probably paten tdh ta Communim.
ceipts of about $49 at their din vote his entire time to handling lloniftrictlycnjHdBntfaL
ran possibly derive from them. Hall's
HANDBOOK on Patent
ledged. Residences and
aurency
Camp
ent
bouse
free
oldest
travelers
and
for
for
patent.
stable
free
by
Cntarrh
Cure,
necuniifr
P.
mnnufactured
Patenta taken through Munn A Co. recaln
Cheney A Co., Toledo, O.. contains no
tier yesterday. They feel very ranches and large tracts of land tptrutl
Everything at lowest market prices
notict, without cbirsa, m tb
mercury. nd i taken Internnlly, acting
Farms for Rent.
Carrizozo,
of
when
outside
he
is
women
for
club
thankful to the
directly upon the blood and mucous surat the postoffice.
Scientific
faces of the sytsem. In buying Hall
the courtesies extended, to the la- not engaged in the assessor's of A handiomeJriJinrtmtíHlAmerican.
you
be
sure
Catarrh Cure
th frontlMr
weeklf.
ine. It is taken Internally and nind ' i
Home Raised Seed
the deputy assesfiliation nf mnr unenUflc Journal. larrat
Terms, f.i a
dies of the M. E. church for their fice, he being
Toledo. Oblo, by P. J. Cheney A On. Tesypir: f?nr niontba. Ai, bold tj ail nwdealera.
county. Albuquerque
CUTS and BEKNS
sor this
timonials
on4 tn tho
frc.
MUNN
Co.
York
New
Sold by I m inri ta. Price 75c per bottle
Take UaJI'a Family Pill toe constipation.
public for their liberal patronage. J Journal,
NEW MEXICO
CHILIU.

Hnnual

NEW MEXICO STATE FA!
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